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METHOD USED I N TRANSCRIBING THE ~IDS IC 
Reproduction of all music, with the exception of t wo 
tunes from Goostly Psalmes and Spirituall Songs by Myles 
Coverdale, are taken from original publications. The only 
known copy of the Coverdale book is at Queen's College, Ox-
ford, which necessitated the use of a secondary source: 
English and Scottish P salm and Hymn Tunes by Maurice Frost. 
All of the tunes are placed on treble and/or bass 
staff and kept in the same register as the original, except 
for the Coverdale tunes which are shown exactly as given in 
the Frost publication. The original clef and staff is shown 
at the beginning of each example. The semibreve ha s been 
made to equal a whole note; the minim, a half note, etc. 
All bar lines save those in Example 3 and Example 4, Second 
Tune, are as in the original. 
In cases where the text was the same for all voices, 
there seems to be noth ing gained by writing it four times. 
I t appears between the t wo upper parts and between the t wo 
lower parts. As texts from psalms were of no value for this 
paper, they have been omitted. 
The meter and rhyme scheme is s h own bef ore each illus-
tration. Then f ollows the a uthor of the publica tion, the 
title, date, and page s where the mus ic was found, if the 
xii 
pages were numbered. For the earliest books a Short Title 
Catalogue number is added where possible. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE NEED FOR THIS RESEARCH 
The purpose or this research was to investigate the 
rirst rreely composed English hymns and their tunes and to 
show their establishment as a means or expression or 
Christian ra.ith by whole bodies or people assembled ror the 
worship or God. These hymns were used during the late six-
teenth century and throughout the seventeenth century ~the 
same time that the singing or metrical psalms in the churches 
in England w.as so widespread and popular. Nearly all writers 
interested in the congregational singing or that period 
have directed their attention to the psalms and neglected 
the rreely composed hymns, which were sometimes bound in the 
Psalters and sometimes round in the works or the lyric poets. 
They are worth y or more commendation than has been given 
them as they greatly inrluenced Isaac Watts and the hymn 
writers in the eighteenth century, when the hymn rinally 
supplanted the versiried psalms. 
For the purposes or this study a hymn was derined 
as poetry which was suitable ror congregational singing 
when joined with a tune. It expressed either God's 
purpose in the lire or man or mant s praise or prayer to 
1 
God. 1 It was freely composed verse as distinguished from a 
metrical version of a psalm or canticle and it was a hymn 
written originally in English, not a translation from an-
other language. Throughout the paper, hymn refers always to 
poetry; hymn tune, to music. 
A vast amount of material has been written about the 
English hymn. ~uch of it is not scholarly, and in those 
publications which are authoritative the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries are, for the most part, touched briefly and 
no tunes given. 
The outstanding book in the field is the recent publi-
cation by the Rev. Maurice Frost.2 All the tunes found in 
the Old Version Psalters are listed according to the books 
in which they first appeared. A description is given of the 
psalters published from c. 1543-1677. Thirteen publications 
other than the Scottish and Old Versions, but published 
during the same period, are also described and the tunes 
printed. The author's work is detailed and thorough and is 
invaluable as a source book. It is the only modern publi-
cation which presents the first English psalmandhymn tunes. 
A scholarly and careful analysis of the music of the 
Huguenot Psalter is found in Music of the French Psalter by 
lcarl F. Price, "What is a Hymn," Papers of the Hymn 
Societ~, No. 6, New York, 1937, p. 8. 
2Maurice Frost, English and Scottish Psalm and Hymn 
Tunes c. 1543-l6zz, London, 1953. 
2 
Waldo Seldon Pratt. 1 It contains a complete transcript in 
modern notation of 1 25 melodies taken from theParis edition 
of 1526. The English dissenters who were with Calvin in 
Geneva, when his psalter was being written, were greatly 
influenced by his teachings. For this reason Dr. Pratt's 
book has indirect bearing on the subject of the English 
tunes. There~ an interesting chapter on early Protestant-
ism and the use of popular songs. 
The most comprehensive book among those which treat 
the history of the hymn is one by Louis F. Benson. 2 Material 
on the hymn up to the time of Watts is found in the first 
107 pages, and here the early writers assume their rightful 
place in the development of the hymn. No music is included, 
however, and very few complete texts are given. 
Of special interest in the doctoral dissertation of 
Morrison C. Boyd3 are the eight tunes by Thomas Tallis 
(c. 1505-1585) taken from the Parker Psalter, c. 1567 and 
reproduced in modern notation. Most of the church music 
presented, however, is associated with psalms or anthems. 
l waldo S. Pratt, The Music of the French Psalter of 
1526, New York, 1939. 
2Louis F. Benson, The English Hymn, London, 1915. 
3Morrison C. Boyd, Elizabethan Music and Musical 
Criticism, Philadelphia, 1940. 
3 
., 
H. A. L. Jefferson's bookl includes the usual biblio-
graphy, an easy to use index of hymn and tune titles, as 
well as an index of subjects. The aim of his book "is to 
help the general reader who wants something more than an 
assembly of anecdotes but has neither time nor inclination 
for exhaustive historical surveys."2 The works of Benjamin 
Keach {1640-1704) are more fully treated than in the other 
books. Keach was a Baptist clergyman of Southwark and pro-
bably the first minister outside the ..Anglican church to in-
troduce congregational singing of non-biblical hymns into 
the church service. 
The beginnings of sacred song in the British Isles are 
traced in the publication of ~.,rederick Gillman, 3 but the book 
is international in compass and for this period only one 
tune is quoted. 
Hymn Tunes and Their Story by James Lightwood4 is 
valuable because of the music given and the names of tunes 
listed. 
There is a concise and informative history of psalm 
la. A. L. Jefferson, Hymns in Christian Worship, New 
York, 1950. 
2Ibid., p. xi. 
3Frederick John Gillman, The Evolution of the English 
~' New York, 1927. 
4Jam.es T. Lightwood, Hymn Tunes and Their Story, 
London, 1905. 
4 
tunes with a few tunes quoted in the article Psalter by 
H. E. Wooldridge in Grove's Dictionary. 1 
Finally, there is that incomparable source of infor-
mation about hymns to which everyone who has written about 
hymns has turned since its first publication in 1892 : A 
Dictionary of Hymnology edited by John Julian.2 
Aside from a few brief comments about the music :in the 
Vvooldridge article in Grove's Dictionary, there is no analy-
sis of the hymn tunes used in England in this early period 
in any of the publications commented on here or in the others 
consulted. ~~. Frost's book, which adds so much to our 
knowledge of the tunes, makes no attempt to do more than 
present them. The tremendous task of collecting and identi-
fying the tunes was his main objective. The collecting and 
identifying of tunes having already been done, one of the 
objectives of the writer of this dissertation has been to 
analyze these tunes in some detail. 
Throughout most of the literature about the hymns 
there is constant re-iteration that hyrr~ singing was for-
bidden in the church during the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries. It is claimed that only psalms were 
permitted f or congregational use and that English hymns of 
lH. E. Wooldridge, "Psalter," Grove's Dictionary, 3rd. 
ed., IV, 268. Revised by T.C.L.P. in 5th ed. 
2A Dictionary of Hymnology, edited by John Julian, 
London, 1908, revised ed. 
5 
any considerable number or worth date from the time of 
Isaac Watts' first hymnal in 1707. 
A few typical examples of thes e statements follow. 
In the age of the Reformation in England and for over , 
one hundred years thereafter, psalm singing was the 
universal rule both in the established church and non-
Conformist churches. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
No original compositions were permitted in the worship 
of the
1
people of England nor place given for English 
hymns. 
And when ~hei_ · l]he English Protestanti} returned to 
England from Geneva in 1558, much sooner than they 
had expected, two things were firmly established; the 
first was the confirmation of their conviction that 
public singing in church ought to be confined to the 
Psalms, and the second was that their musi~ could do 
no better than follow the Genevan pattern. 
Officially all the church's hymns were psalms during 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.3 
John Wesley was the first to discover the possibilities 
of George Herbert's lyrics • Another discovery of 
Wesley's was John Austin.4 
But when he (Richard Baxtei] was writing with no thought 
of being sung he made some hymns that no Christian cares 
to be without, notably "Lord, it belongs not to my care" 
and "He wants not friends, who hath my love."5 
The index of Samuel Duffield's English Hymns: Their 
Authors and ilistory lists only ten h~mns written during the 
lHarvey B. 1~rks, The Rise and Growth of English 
Hymnody, London, 193?, p. 77. 
2Erik Routley, Hymns and Human Life, New York, 1953, 
p. 52. 
3 Ibid • , p • 56 • 4 Ibid • , p • 58 • 5 Ibid • , p • 59 • 
6 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and then presents 115 by 
Isaac Watts (1674-1748); 73 by John Wesley (1703-1791) and 
his brother Charles Wesley (1707-1788).1 
These statements set forth an idea which is erroneous. 
Hymns have never been forbidden in the service of the 
Anglican church. They have been written and sung in English 
by congregations ever since the Protestant church was firmly 
established by Queen Elizabeth. They were first printed in 
the psalters c. 1559. 
The specific reference to George Herbert's lyrics is 
incorrect. Select Hymns from Mr. Herbert's Temple presented 
Mr. Herbert's religious poetry in singable for.m in 1697, be-
fore John ·wesley was born. John Austin was not John Wesley's 
discovery either as selections from his Devotions were used 
by John Playford in his publication Psalms and Hymns in 1671. 
The original publication of Mr. Baxter's :Poetical Fragments, 
1681, which contained "My whole though broken heart, 0 Lord" 
clearly stated that he intended it to be sung "To the 
Common Tunes."2 Verse four of this eight verse hymn began 
"Now it belongs not to my care.n 
The index of sixteenth and seventeenth century hymns 
given at the end of this dissertation shows how totally 
lsamuel Duffield, English Hymns: Their Authors and 
History, 3rd ed., New York, 1888. 
2Richard Baxter, Poetical Fragments, London, 1681, 
p. 81. 
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inadequate a list of ten is in representing the period. 
These examples from the literature about the early 
English hymn, which have just been shown factually incorrect, 
are typical of nearly all of the publications dealing with 
the subject. A few like Benson's English Hynm and The Evo-
lution of the English Hymn by Frederick Gillman recognize the 
existence of the early hymns. Mr. Gillman refers to those 
appended to the Day Psalter, 1.562, as "important to our 
story • • • their appearance is a landmark in the evolution 
of the English hymn."1 Unquestionably they were a landmark, 
and their position is one of sufficient importance to demand 
a more detailed study than is found in either the Benson or 
the Gillman book. In addition to sixteenth century hymns, a 
study of the seventeenth century poets brings to light a 
va.st number of original hymns which have as yet been un-
noticed. 
In view of the inadequacy of the existing literature 
about the first English hymns and the absence of any ana-
lytical study of the tunes, the objectives of this writer 
have been: 
1. To establish the fact that congregational hymn 
singing was not forbidden in the Anglican church at any time. 
2. To examine the first English hymn tunes against 
the backgro-und of the musical practice of the period, and 
1 . Gillman, op. cit., p. 146. 
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to ascertain from a detailed analysis of the music whether 
these small compositions reflect the trans i tion from the 
sixteenth century strict polyphonic writing based on the ec-
clesiastical modes, to the chordal writing of the seven-
teenth century using the major and minor scales and a freer 
treatment of dissonance. 
J. To make available for the first time an index of 
initial lines of all English hymns found which were written 
between 1539-1707, showing the date of their first publi-
cation, and the earliest date at which they were printed 
with a tune. 
The writer believes that the successful completion 
of these three objectives will contribute to our knowledge 
of early English hymnody and produce results hitherto not 
obt ained. 
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CHAPTER II 
HYMN STI\lGll'.JG A RESULT OF THE REFOR1fATION 
One of the first outward signs that the Reformation 
had been accomplished was the use of congregational singing 
in the vernacular. The Protestant hymn as we know it today 
stems directly from this movement. Hymns had been used in 
the early churchl but as the liturgy developed and the 
government of the church became more complex, the simplicity 
of the service of the first Christians was forgotten. Both 
st. Hilary (d. 367) and st. Ambrose (d. 397) wrote hymns, 
but when they were used in the service during the sixth 
century, it was looked upon with alarm by the church. The 
Council of Braga in 563 acted to correct this practice and 
banned the introduction of poetic compositions into divine 
service.2 This edict was not strictly adhered to in England 
and by the middle of the twelfth century the secular clergy, 
following the practice already established by the monastic 
clergy, introduced hymns into the service. The contents of 
the medieval Hymnal are described and compared with the con-
tents of the Processional of the same era in The Old Service-
lMa.tthew 26:30 and Mark 14:26 "And when they had sung 
an hymn, they went out into the Mount of Olives." 
2christopher Wordsworth and Henry Littlehales, ~ 
Old Service-Books of the English Church, London, 1904, p. 5. 
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Books of the English Church.l Both books contained music 
and while details of such a comparison are interesting, they 
are outside the limits of this subject. Suffice ' to say that 
all of the hymns in both volumes were Latin hymns. They 
were used only by clergy and choir, usually in procession 
before and after mass or as office hymns, and this was the 
practice in England until the establishment of the Protest-
ant church in the sixteenth century. 
John Wycliffe (c. 1328-1384), was one of the earliest 
reformers within the Roman church in England. Even before 
the time of Wycliffe and the Lollard movement there had 
been dissatisfaction with the clerical abuses, but those 
objectors had not been in as favorable position as Wycliffe 
to diffuse remedies for them. He was a teacher at Oxford 
and expressed his views in Latin treatises which eventually 
found their way outside the academic circles and were re-
ceived with popular approval. Believing his ideas to be 
heretic al, the pope instructed the English bishops to bring 
Wycliffe to trial. The people immediately rose to his de-
fense, and the trial was so effectively broken up by a 
London mob that the bishops adjourned the hearing. 
After this Wycliffe began to write in English, and 
many pamphlets and sermons were circulated among the people 
who had been unable to read the Latin papers. The teaching 
libid., pp. 117-122. 
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of English in the schools at this time and the ·statute of 
1362 ordering t he use of English in the courts were helping 
to re-establish the mother tongue , not in general use since 
the Norman invasion in 1066. Wycliffe helped to raise the 
standard of the language and enriched it as it developed 
from the speech of the East Midlands. One of his greatest 
achievements was the translation of the Bible into English. 
Because the use of the vernacular was highly regarded 
by Wycliffe, and because he disapproved of the ornate music 
being used in the service1 one might expect · t hat he would 
have written some simple English hymns. However, the service 
had not been changed at that time to admit t h em and he was 
preeminently a prose writer. No hymns have been found. 
Eventually a quarrel sprang up in Oxford about the 
merits of Vvycliffism. Archbishop Courtenay and Richard II 
disregarded the liberties of the University and expelled the 
Wycliffites. 
Courtenay's suppression of t he liberty of academic 
thought doomed the University to a hundred years of 
intellectual stagnation. • • • No single act had more 
l wycliffe's English Works, ed. F. D. Matthews, London 
1880, p. 191, cited by Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western 
Civilization, New York, 1941, p. 163: 
"First man performed songs of mourning when they were in 
prison, in order to teach the Gospel • • • But those 
songs of ours do not agree, for ours encourage jollity 
and pride and t heirs led to mourning and to dwelling 
longer on the words of God's law .••• ~~en t here are 
forty or fifty in a choir, three or four proud and 
lecherous rascals perform the most devout service with 
flourishes so that no one can hear the words, and all 
the others are dumb and watch them like fools." 
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to do with the barrenness of English menfal and 
spiritual life in the fifteenth century. 
The realization of the reforms that Viycliffe aivocated 
did not come to England until two hundred years later, but 
it is believed that the great Hussite movement in Bohemia 
had its roots in the feeling of unrest caused by Wycliffe's 
.d 2 ~ eas. Copies of Wycliffe's works must have been taken to 
Bohemia by the countrymen of Anne, daughter of Emperor 
Charles IV, when they returned home after her marriage to 
Richard II in January 1383, and more than a century before 
the full effect of the Reformation was felt in England. 
Johan Hus (1373-1415), the leader of the Hussites, was ex-
communicated and burned to death because of his reforming 
activity directed against the Roman church. 
Congregational singing of hymns was established inthe 
reformed church. No organs or other instruments were per-
mitted to accompany the singing and only monophony was used 
in the service which Hus advocated. The unison singing was 
favored because it was powerful and made all men equal.3 
The Bohemian Brethren, founded by Peter of Chel~ic, follow-
ed the teachings of Hus and were met with opposition from 
1a. M. Trevelyan, History of England, Garden City, New 
York, 1954, p. 329. 
2Ibid., p. 334. 
3austave Reese, Music in the Renaissance, New York, 
1954, p. 732. 
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the Dominicans and the refusal of meeting privilege by King 
Vladislave in 1503, but were strong enough intheir reformed 
faith to constitute an independent religious body even though 
banished from their native land. The Bohemian Brethren 
created many hymns in the vernacular and set them to appropri-
ate melodies to be sung by the congregation during the 
service of worship. As early as January 13, 1501, they had 
com9iled a hymn book containing eighty-nine hymns.l 
In Germany congregations began to sing vernacular 
hymns during the early sixteenth century soon after the Re-
formation was under way. Martin Luther (1483-1546),was the 
leader of the musical movement that accompanied his theo-
logical reforms. The new desire of the congregation to take 
part in the service meant the re-organization of the service 
music to include congregational singing. Luther and his 
followers did this, and then made hymns in the language of 
the people readily available, associated with tunes that 
were both beautiful and easy to sing. The metrical forms of 
the old hymns were filled with the new evangel; Germanized 
forms of the Latin and Hussite hymns were made; paraphrases 
were made of hymns which contained some doctrine contrary to 
the new belief. Folk tunes were used with many ofthe hymns 
and new n1usic was written. These chorales, at first not the 
lJohn Julian, A Dictionary of Hymnology, London, 1907, 
p. 155. 
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four part compositions that we know to-day,l were probably 
sung unaccompanied, the organ being used only to supply the 
intonation and fOr postludes.~ .An attempt was made to intro-
duce t h is same kind of hymn tune into England, but it will 
reshown later that it was not adopted by the English people. 
The leader of the French Protestants, John Calvin, 
(1509-1564),didnot share Luther's unlimited love for music.3 
There was scriptural authority for congregational song4 but 
the severe simplicity of the Calvinist ritual severed it 
from any i mitation of the old ritual. Only the canonical 
psalms were admitted to the service for congregational use, 
and these were set to unadorned melodies with simple chordal 
harmonizations. The melodies became the property of all the 
Protestant denominations, and this kind of psalm tune came 
to be popular in England, too. 
The Reformation came later in England than it had in 
Germany. It was t he parliament Henry VIII (1491-1547), 
1In 1524 the first edition of Wal ter's Geystliche 
Gesangk Buchleyn presented the harmonized chorales, chordal 
in style, and with the melody in the tenor. It was not until 
1586 the chorales vv ere published with the main melody in the 
highest part. 
2Reese, op. cit., p. 676. 
3s ource Readings i n Music History, ed. Oliver Strunk, 
New York, 1950, pp. 341-345. 
4Ephisians 5:19 "Speaking to yourselves in psalms and 
hymns and spiritual songs." 
Collossians 3:16 " ••• teaching and admonishing 
one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs." 
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called in 1529 that ended the control of the church by the 
pope. The parliament was in session for seven years before 
this was accomplished, andthere are some who believe he had 
control of the group and forced the decision in order to 
satisfy his personal wishes. Others believe that he merely 
let a strong feeling among the people against the adminis-
tration of the church take its course. Whichever may be 
true, by 1536 the king of England was supreme head of the 
English church "as far as the law of Christ allowed." No 
other change was made in the doctrines of the church at 
this time except the headship by king instead of pope. 
From that time on, the course that Henry VIII followed 
seemed too orthodox for some and not orthodox enough for 
others. His views were absolute, however, and the people 
were forced to accept them. The English translation of the 
Bible by Coverdale licensed by the king in 1537 helped to 
advance the Protestant cause. 
Edward VI (1537-1553), was only ten when his father 
died in 1547. Henry VIII had named a regency council be-
fore his death and the earl of Hertford, brother of Jane 
Seymour, soon m,naged to become its leader with the title of 
duke of Somerset. Under his strong Protestant direction the 
doctrines of the church were changed; the new prayer book in 
English, prepared by Archbishop Cranmer, contained the of-
ficial changes and the clergy were forced to use it in 1548, 
even though the people were not forced to attend the new 
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services. 
The duke of Northumberland assumed leadership at the 
downfall of Somerset and Protestantism went forward with 
accelerated speed. The 1552 prayer book and the forty-two 
articles published by the council in 1553 contained typical 
Protestant beliefs. The tolerance shown by Somerset in 
acceptance of the new tenets was gone, and now a person was 
liable to excommunication for not attending the authorized 
service. 
Restoration of the Roman worship came later in 1553 
when Mary Tudor became Queen, but she was unable to per-
suade parliament to restore t he pope as head of the church 
until a t hird assembly had been called, made up largely of 
Catholic :members. The persecutions of the Protestants 
which followed were numerous and shocking to so many of the 
English people that discontent was widespread by the time 
of Mary's death in 155S. 
The religious contro~ersy had reached fever pitch 
when Elizabeth was made Q,ueen. Her policy was one of mcxler-
ation and advisability. In 1559 parliament re-installed 
Protestanti sm with the Act of Supremacy and t h e Act of Uni-
formity. The Forty-Two Articles of Edward VI were later re-
vised to become the Thirty-Nine i~ticles and were enacted i n 
1571. They defined the doctrine of the church on a broad 
middle ground betvJeen Cat holicism and Protes t antism. At 
this time laymen were fined a nominal amount f or not 
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attending the Anglican church but nothing was said forbid-
ding attendance at other services. 
~~en Elizabeth re-established the prayer book after 
five years of Roman supremacy, she did not share the Protes-
tant dislike for elaborate music and organ playing. In her 
chapel the service was sung with organs and other instru-
ments. Warton states that returning to England where Eliza-
bethan rule was establishing the Reformation on a durable 
basis, the Genevan refugees tried to abrogate the solemn 
church service. Elizabeth and her bishops declared that the 
Common Prayer of Edward VI had been altered once before to 
gratify foreign reformers and that no more concessions 
would be made. 1 The 1559 Injunctions included one about 
choral music and the first part of it bears out the state-
ment of Warton. How~ver, the last part authorizing the use 
of a "hymn or such like song" shows Elizabeth following an 
expedient course of action, for hymns and psalms in meter 
had probably been used in the service before 1559. Popular 
demand and usage may well have been the reason for her in-
junction making hymn singing legal. 
For the encouragement and continuance of the use of 
singing in the Churchof England, it is injoined; that is 
to say, that in divers collegiat, as well as some parish 
churches, heretofore there hath been livings appointed 
for the maintenance of men and children for singing in 
the churches, by means whereof the laudable exercise of 
musick hast been had in estimation, and preserved in 
1Thomas Warton, The History of English Poetry, London, 
1870, p. 741. 
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knowledge; the ~~ueen' s M.aj es ty neither meaning in any 
wise the decay of any that might conveniently tend to 
the use and continuance of said science, neither to 
have the same so abused in any part of the church that 
ther eby the Common Prayer should be worse understood by 
the hearers, willeth and commandeth, that, first, no 
alterations be made of such assignments of living as 
heretofore hath been appointed to the use of singing or 
Musick in the church, but that the same so remain, and 
that there be a modest and distinct song, so used in 
all parts of the common prayers of the church, that the 
same may be plainly understood as if it were without 
singing; and yet nevertheless, for the comfor ting of 
s uch as delight in musi c, it may be permitt ed, that in 
the begi nning or i n the end of Common Prayer , either 
at morning or evening, there may be sung an hymn, or 
s uch like song, to the praise of Almighty God, in the 
best melody and music that may be conveniently devised, 
having respect that the srntence of the hymn may be 
understood and perceived. 
During Elizabeth's reign there was continued fear that 
the Roman church would re-gain control of government as 
well as church. For this reason Catholics who aided 
foreigners were punished, more a s a means of preventing 
ci vil disorder than of restricting freedom of conscience.2 
The Protestants, meanwhile were threa t ening the power of 
the established church. The group that returned from 
Geneva continued to make demands of the Q,ueen that the 
service be conducted in a more austere manner than the 
moderate prayer book required. Two groups of Puritans be-
came active; those trying to stay within the church but 
lsparrow, Collection of Articles Injunctions and 
Canons, 1684 and Heylin, History of the Reformation, p. 289 
cited by Burney, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 17~18. 
2w. K. Jordan, The Development of Religious Toler-
ation in England, Cambridge, Mass., 1932, Vol. I, p. 234. 
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change its organization and government, and the Separatists 
who wished to set up independent churches. The act against 
conventicles in 1593 seemed to lessen the activities of the 
Separatists, and the religious problem was temporarily 
quieted during Elizabeth's last years. ~nile Elizabeth was 
in power there was a real attempt to distinguish between 
conscientious belief and treasonable practices. It was · · . 
later, during the period that t he Puritans were in control, 
that freedom of conscience was not tolerated. 1 
James I (1566-16251 was on the throne during the first 
quarter of the seventeenth century. His opposition to both 
Presbyterians and Separatists is well. known from his denial 
of the millenary petition and the enactment of more strict 
observance of uniformity. The Gunpowder Plot of the Catho-
lics in 1605, while not successful, drew more attention to 
them and resulted in new laws not too strictly enforced 
against them. Religious issues resulting from these actions 
faced Charles I (1600-1649), when he became ruler in 1625. 
The appointment of William La ud as archbishop of Canterbury 
in 1633 resulted in policies which were so demanding in uni-
formity that the moderate group of Puritans could no longer 
find much of the service acceptable. Conventicles were out-
lawed and a growing majority was opposed to the religious 
practices of Laud and Charles. No agreement could be 
1 . 
Ibid., p. 235. 
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reached for a substitute for the Laudian policies. Some 
wanted to abolish the episcopal system, others wanted simply 
to eliminate the recent innovations. In 1641 groups began 
to worship freely in any manner that they chose, and when 
the civil war broke out in 1642, the religious principle 
was often the deciding factor for a man in choosing the side 
with which to allign himself. "The nobles and gentry with 
their dependents .•• generally fought for the king, while 
the townsmen who were generally Puritans, fought in large 
numbers for parliament. nl 
From the time of the civil war until William and Mary 
came to the throne in 1689, there was a continuous struggle 
between different denominations for supremacy. The Free 
Churches were uppermost during the reign of Cromwell. The 
Anglicans were in control with the restoration of Charles II, 
and he was forced to withdraw his declaration of Indulgences 
for Catholics and Dissenters issued in 1672. James II tried 
to force Catholicism on the country and it was resisted by 
Anglicans and Dissenters alike. Finally, the Toleration 
Act, passed when William became king, permitted nearly all 
but Roman Catholics and Unitarians freedom of worship. It 
was more than a century, then, after the English people 
began to break away from the Roman Church before a kind of 
religious tolerance was acpepted. 
1w. E. Lunt, History of England, New York, 1945, p. 
428. 
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Wherever the supremacy of the pope was attacked, and 
the individual thrown on his own responsibility, congre-
gational singing, especially of hymns in the vernacular, 
was found to · be an effective and satisfying means of ex-
pression of faith. It was used by the Bohemian Brethren 
and the Lutherans during the Reformation in Bohemia and Ger-
many. Hymns were not used, but congr egational singing was 
part of the s ervice of the Ca.lvinists. In England, the use 
of the vernacular, advocated 'b y Vlycliffe in the fourteenth 
century, did not become law until the mid-sixteenth century. 
By 1559, hymns to be sung by the congregation were a recog-
nized part of the service. of the Anglican church. Hymns 
were not as popular as the metered psalms but they were 
published from that time on, for both public and private 
use, and must have found the interest of some singers or 
their printing would have been discontinued. 
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CHAPTER III 
GOOSTLY PSALMES AND SPIRITUALL SONGS 
OF MYLES COVERDALE 
The first attempt to write hymns in English for the 
use of the people was made by Myles Coverdale ( 1488-1568), 
with a collection of hymns and psalms patterned after the 
German chorales. His Goostly Psalmes and Spirituall Songs 
was probably issued soon after 1529 when Henry VIII called 
together the parliament that was to separate the church 
from Roman leadership. 
Coverdale was born at Coverdale in Yorkshire, educated 
at Cambridge, and ordained at Norwich. He became an Augus-
tinian monk, but by 1526 his religious beliefs had changed 
and he devoted the rest of his life to the Reformation. 
His translation of the Bible into English was one of his 
outstanding contributions to the cause and this was dedi-
cated to Henry VIII and printed in 1535. It was reprinted 
with royal license in 1537 • . 
The only kno·wn copy of Goostly Psalmes and Spiri tuall 
Songs is in the library of ·~ueen' s College, Oxford. The 
tunes are reproduced in English and Scottish Psalm and Hymn 
Tunes by Maurice Frost. .An accessible reprint without 
music is in the Parker Society's edition of Coverdale's 
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Remainsl where reference to t he ~ueen's College copy is 
made by Henry Cotton D.C.L., Oxford, 1821: 
It is perhaps the only copy now remaining and appears 
to have been unnoticed by all our bibliographers except 
by Foxe, in the first edition of the book of Martyrs. 
In that edition, at the end of the Injunctions issued 
by king Henry VIII, anno 1539, is a catalogue of books 
forbidden; and among those attributed to Coverdale 
occurs Psalmes and Spirituall Songs drawen out of the 
Holw Scripture.2 
This would place the date of publication before 1539 but 
Frost thinks it was not until 1543.3 The complete title 
was Goostly Psalmes and Spirituall Songs drawen out of the 
Holy Scripture for the comforte and consolacyon of such as 
love to reioyse in God and his worde. The dedication was 
in verse, ending: 
Be not ashamed I warrande the 
Though thou be rude in songe and rhyme 
Thou shalt to youth some occasion be 
In godly sportes to pass theyre tyme. 
There was a defense of singing in the Address to the Reader. 
The spirituall songs were twenty-six in number. 
These preceded the psalms: 
To the Holy Ghost "0 Holy Spirite, our comfortouren 
Another of the Same 
Another of the Same 
Unto the Trenite 
The Ten Commandments 
lRemains of Miles Coverdale, ed. George Pearson, Cam-
bridge, England, 1846. 
2Ibid., p. 535. 
3~/laurice Frost, English and Scottish Psalm and Hy:mn 
Tunes, London, 1953, p. 293. 
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Another of the Same 
The Crede 
Another of the Same 
Of the Pater N~ster 
Another of the Same 
Be Glad now, All Ye Christian Men 
Now is Oure Helth come From Above 
Christ is the Only Sonne of God 
Media Vita 
By .Adam's Fall 
Wake Up, Wake Up 
I call on the, Lord Jesu Christa 
On the Birth of Christ 
Of the Resurrection 
Another of the Same 
Gloria in Excelsis Deo 
Iviagnifica t 
Nunc Dimittis 
These hymns followed the psalms: 
Christa, Qui Lux 
0 Hevenly Lorde 
Let Go the Whore of Babilon 
This was an attempt to introduce the German type of 
hymn into England. The wide variety of material which 
Luther used was included here, even an English version of 
the office hymn Christe qui luxes, associated wit~ its 
plainsong tune. Like the Lutheran hymns, also, was the va-
riety of meter in the poetry of the collection; a variety 
which was not found in the later metrical psalm versions 
authorized by the church. 
All but two of these hymns have been established as 
translations and the tunes are adaptations from earlier 
German or plainsong sources. The first and last hymns and 
tunes have not been so traced. After the amount of work 
which has been done on this has failed to bring to light an 
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outside source, the possibility should not be eliminated 
that these two were original with Coverdale, done in the 
same style as his German models. The :JOSi tion at the begin-
ning and the end would seem a logical place for an author 
to put his own work. 
The two hymns follow. 
Example 1. To the Holy Ghost 
"u holy splrite our comrortoure" 
8.8.8.9.8.10.9 
ababboc 
Myles Coverdale, 
0 0 
0 0 .r e 0 0 
0 ho-1'1 'Pi-ri~ ou.r co-~r-1-oc .. u·&l For ina.c.e. ~ "~'" 
0 6 e 0. r r 0 e t'\ 
I ord e. ~ow t..U e c.o.. I I j T e.a. c.-Ct v ~ 
~" J e r r e 9 cl J 0 nou 0 0 
A.., 4 hi !t h.-+her£ T'n8r-e.~ o-(.(ef"" ~II• · ·1 Fro"" hi .s s weh word a 
~· 0 ... r r 0 6 ' r e r r 9. r e r r 0 
et-1-~ i-o ~ .. , 
a r r 0 0 d d 0 1\oll II 
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.Example 2. "Let go the whore of Babilon·" 8.6.9.?.8.8.8.6 
Myles Coverdale, 
0 dJ I J 0 
0 0 0 a 
whore of: 6~- i- lo"1, her '<!1"i -dom£ f,._ll-ef-h Sorej 
r r J 0 d J I J 0 e· 0 
0 0 
d 6 r J 0 0 e 
0 d 0 tk)ll 0 I d a. 0 
0 ~ 
is f-ou.de. 11,-cr--i"" I l·eA- cjD -H,Q,.. 
o. 0 0 e o pi II 
whore.. of BQ..b- i-lo11 +-lo,-4 Mo+~fQr of ~1 s~~,e.· 
These hymns fulfill the Christian's need to name his 
Saviour in song, eomething that the metrical psalm would not 
permit him to do. The stressing of Christ's love is note-
worthy. The last verse of "Let go the whore of Babilon" em-
phasizes this more than the first: 
Rejoice with me, thou heaven above, 
And ye apostles all; 
Be glad, ye people, tor Christ's lover 
That the whore hath gotten a tall. 
Be thankful now, I requyre you, 
Amend your lyves, while you have space, 
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Let go the \;Vhole of Babilon, 1 And thank God for his grace. 
The first tune is more interesting than the second. 
It uses the dorian mode transposed and is in a small two part 
form with the second part a free paraphrase of the first. 
Four phrases make up the first part arranged as abbe. The 
second part begins with the words "from his swete" and the 
first two phrases of this part are derived from the first 
phrase of the first part. The third phrase of the second 
part beginning at the words ''But lyft vp" is a combination 
of the two b phrases of the first part, without reaching 
thei r highest no te. The last phrase of the second part is 
based on c of the first part. The form of the tune seems 
thoughtfully constructed. 
It is not confined to a syllabic s etting of the words 
as in four places . single syllables are set to two notes. 
In the third phrase of the first part a new syllable is used 
with the dot of a dotted note, a practice referred to as a 
barbarism by Zarlino in the mid-sixteenth century.2 
The three repetitions of the same phrase in the second 
tune terminates the melodic curve on the pitch of the final 
too frequently t o be effective. Except for the phrase with 
the words "great falsheed 11 , the melody lacl(s the sure 
lcoverdale, op. cit., p. 542. 
2Gioseffe Zarlino, Insti tuzioni .armoniche, Book Three 
cited in Source Readings in lVius~c History, ed. Oliver Strunk, 
New York, 1950, p. 260. 
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direction found so often in the German chorales which Cover-
dale used as a model for many of the tunes in this collection. 
The mode is hypoionian. The inferior quality of the tune 
further justifies the possibility that it is the work of 
Coverdale, whose fame rests on literary rather than musical 
endeavors. 
The importance of the publication lies in the fact that 
at this early date there were hymns published in the ver-
nacular which were neither metrical psalms nor paraphrases 
of scripture. The appearance of a tune with each hymn 
makes it apparent that they were intended to be sung. The 
suppression of the Coverdale book by the king suggests that 
the Reformation was not far enough advanced for the ac-
ceptance of hymn singing. Suppression by the king could 
not keep the hymns from being used by the people, however, 
if they had been enthusiastic enough about them. This kind 
of tune and hymn apparently kindled little interest and the 
German chorale was not destined to be the model for English 
hymn tunes. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HYJ.\illiB AND TUNES PRINTED I N Tl:IE 
EARLY IviETRICAL PSALTERS 
Coverdale's Goostly Psalmes were soon followed by 
other metrical psalxers. Certayne p~almes chose out of the 
Psalter of David, and draw into Englishe by Thomas Stern-
hold grome of y ;ynges Maiesties Roobes, Excudebat Londini, 
Edouardus Whitchurche is given the date 1547 in the Short 
Title Catalogue.l 
Sternhold was born near Blekeney, Gloucestershire, 
c. 1500. He was a groom of robes to Henry VIII who gave 
him a legacy of one hundred marks. 2 He continued this po-
sition under Edward VI, to whom he addressed the psalter, 
saying in part: 
Seeynge • • • that youre tender and Godly zeale doethe 
more delyghte in the holye songes of veritie; I am en-
couraged to trauayle ••• in sayed boke of psalmes, 
trustyng that as your grace taketh pleasure to heare 
them song someti mes of me, so ye wyll also delyghte 
not onlye to see and reade them your selfe, but also 
to commande th~ to be song to you by others. 
Judging from the preface, these psalmes were not in-
tended for use in the church service, but the young king 
lShort Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, 
Scotland, and Ireland, and of English Books Printed Abroad 
147g-1640, compiled by A. w ~ Pollard, G. R. Redgrave, London, 
192 • 2warton, op. cit., p. 732. 
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evidently had heard them sung at his court. The psalmes 
were all in double common meter which is four lines of four-
teen divided into eight and six. This meter came to be the 
most popular in the English psalters and as the early hymns 
were sometimes sung to the same tunes as the psalms, many of 
them were necessarily. cast in the same pattern. No hymns 
and no tunes were included in Sternhold's first book. An-
other volume of Sternhold came out in 1549. This included 
all the psalms which Sternhold versified before his death 
in August of that year and seven by J. Hopkins;l still not 
the complete one hundred and fifty. 
The complete psalter was put into common meter by 
Robert Crowley in 1549 and to it was added the Magnificat, 
Nunc Dimittis, Benedictus, Song of the Three Children, 
Te Deum, and Credo of Athanatius. The title of Crowley's 
book was The Psalter of David newely translated into Eng-
lyshe metre in such sort that it maye the more decently, 
and wyth more delyte of the mynde be reade and songe of al 
men. Wherunto is added a not of four partes; as shall 
appeare in t he EDistle to t he Readar. Translated and Im-
printed by Robert Crowley in the yere of our Lorde ~IDXLIX 
the xx daye of September and are to be solde in Eley rentes 
in Holburne. 
lJohn Hopkins, rector of Grea t Waldingfi~ld, Suffolk, 
in 1561. He died in 1570. 
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Robert Crowley was born in Gloucestershire c. 1518. 
He was an author, printer, and clergyma~ and is probably 
best known for printing the first edition of Pierce Plow-
man's Vision in 1550 at the press he had set up the year be-
fore at Ely Rents, Holborn, (now a part of London). During 
the reign of Mary he was in exile at Frankfort but returned 
to England when Elizabeth came into power and was made 
archdeacon of Hereford 1559-1567. I t was during his minis-
try at Hereford that he refused to wear the "conjuring gar-
ments of popery" and in 1566 was jailed for resisting the 
use of the surplice by the choir. He wrote a Discourse 
agai nst the Outward Apparel and Ministering Garments ofthe 
Popish Church, which has been cited as "the first distinct 
utterance of noncomformity."1 
His psalter and the small volume of Sternhold must 
have been preceded by other metri cal versions although they 
have not been found. nNewely translated" in the title of 
Crowley's work indicated this, as does the ending of the 
' Epistle to the Readar: 
A note of song of iiii partes, which agreth wyth the 
metre of this Psalter in such sorte that it serueth 
for all the Psalmes thereof, oonteynynge so many notes 
in one parte, as be syllables in one meter, as appeareth 
by the dittie that is printed with the same. Moreover 
I have added to the ende of this boke all the canticles 
t hat are usually songe in the church, translated into 
the same meter, and agreynge wyth the same note ••• 
I have made open and playne, that which in other 
lEncyclopedia Britannica, 1955, VI, 759. 
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translations, is obscure and harde. 
'.i1his is believed to be the earliest extant music for 
tlle English metrical psalm. The parts were printed in a 
kind or caatus lateralis fashion so that all could be sung 
from the same volume; oontertenor and tenor on the lett, 
playnesong and bassus on the right or a double page. The 
first two lines of the first psalm were printed under each 
voice part. 
Example .). Song ot 1111 partes 
Robert Crowley, The Psalter ot David, 1549, unpaged. 
s.T.c. 2725 
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There were no ba r lines in the original. T.l';le sharp 
attached now to the final note of the tenor was printed in 
fr ont of the D preceding it. 
' 
The plainsong of this tune is t he seventh pselm tone 
according to Serum use.l I t is ~ithout intonation and uses 
the first ending. , It is important to notice, as v.·ooldridge 
has po inted out, that the insertion of bar lines makes this 
into a t yp ical double chant . of the Anglican chant form. 2 
rur . •~o oldrid~ e speaks of it e.s an isola ted example but this 
I • • • -• .... ~-· ... : • r· 
lseventh !'-iode Psalm-tone a nd First ending, Serum use, (from Grove, Jrd ed., IV, 265}. 
2H. E. Wooldridge, "Psalter", Grove's Dictionary, Jrd 
ed • , IV , ~ o8 . 
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research has found another in the Seagar Psalter of 1553 
which is described on page 40 following. 
Although the plainsong of the Crowley chant is in the 
mixolydian mode, the first psalm ending leaves it on A 
r ather than the expected G. The final closing is like the 
four chord cadence which was so much used during the six-
teenth century, 1 with the addition of the third in the final 
chord. Probably a G sharp was used in the contertenor just 
before the final A. The typical fifteenth century two chord 
Phrygian cadence, transposed, with the first chord a ~ is 
found at the end of the first line. 2 Again a third has been 
added. The harmonization that Crowley made is simple and 
effective. The chord on the dominant is given its position 
of superiority and all the chords, save the penultimate one 
of the first phrase, are in root position. The flat added 
to the B in the bassus was common practice in modal music 
if the melodic line rose from A and returned to A. 
The plainsong psalm tone was practical to use as the 
basis for the tune as it probably was well known to all church-
men. However, the tune must have become a little tiresome 
if several psalms or canticles were sung in succession. 
No freely composed hymns were found in these first 
three psalters described and there were none in the next 
lcf. Appendix I, cadence £· 
2cf. Appendix I, cadence b. 
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volume examined, but it is included here because of the im-
portance of the music which was printed with the psalms. 
Certayne Psalmes select out of the Psalter of David, 
and drawn into Englyshe Metre, with Notes to every Psalm in 
iiii parts to Synge, by F. s . Imprinted at London by Wyll-
yam Seres, at the Sygne of the Hedge Hogge, 1553, contained 
nineteen versified psalms, all in common meter. There were 
two tunes; twelve psalms set to the first one and seven to the 
second. The music was printed at the beginning of each 
psalm, two parts on each side of a double page. Francis Seager, 
(c. 1549-1563) , the versifier and composer, did not place his 
name in the title but it was given in his dedication to "the 
ryght honorable lorde Russell." His humble approach was re-
flected in part of the dedication verse: 
But where the text, in some places 
Was doubtful! and obscure: · 
I have sought helpe, of learned books 
Because I woulde be sure. · 
Following the nineteen psalms there was a thirty-five 
verse "description of the lyfe of man, the worlde, and 
vanities thereof. " 
Both musical examples from the Seagar volume are 
given in the Frost publicat i on. 1 The first one may also be 
found in Grove's Di ctionary2 where it has been put in 
modern notation and the title "Mode I I Transposed" added by 
1Frost, op. cit., pp. 340-342 . 
2wooldridge, op. cit., p. 269. 
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the editor. The first note of the a ighest part should be G 
and not B as it is there given, making that part follow in 
close imitation or the bass • The music from the Seagar 
.?salter follows. 
Example 4. - First Tune 
Francis Seagar, Certayne Psalmes, 1553, unpaged. 
s.T.C. 2728 
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Example 4. - Second Tune 
Francis Seagar, Certayne Psalmes, 1553, unpaged. 
S.T.C. 2728 
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There were no bar lines in the original. 
The first little piece is motet-like in character. 
There are not the clear-cut breaks with definite cadences in 
all parts together at the ends of lines which characterize 
hymn tunes and chants. The two inner voices carry across 
the phrase endings of the highest and lowest parts which 
move along in imitation of each other, the bass leadingand 
the superius following at the octave. In the second half 
the superius leads and the bass is in im.i tation at the fifth. 
The voice part above the bass, where a plainsong melody 
might be expected, does not seem like that kind of melodic 
line. The ascending fifth at the end of the first phrase is 
awkward and not characteristic of plainsong. The slowing of 
the tempo with the four semi breves at the end diminishes the 
effect of a tune even though it does descend one step to the 
final. The highest part apparently carries the main melodic 
line and the imitation in the bass serves to heighten its 
importance. 
The one flat signature in the three upper parts does 
not conflict with the two flat signature in the bass. E is 
not used in either inner voice making a flat unnecessary 
for those parts . The E flat in the bass is necessary be-
cause of the imitation at the fifth between superius and 
bass in the second part,and also E flat is needed in the 
bass at the cadence. This is the typical dorian cadence of 
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1 the sixteenth century where the leap ot a fifth to the final 
gives the dominant t o tonic eff ect of the later major/minor 
system. While the superius is simple enough tor c ongre-
gational use, the motet-like construction ot the piece does 
not indicate that it was so used. 
The second Seagar piece does use a plainsong melody 
that was probably known by the congregation. It is the 
sixth mode gospel-canticle tone with psalm tone ending ac-
cording to Sarum use, 2 although it was not marked plainsong 
in 3eagar's volume . Neither were there any bar lines, but 
it they are inserted in the same way th y were used in the 
Crowley music (ct. p. 34) the music becomes a double chant. 
In this one the surrounding parts are more elaborate than 
in the Crowley example, but could easily be su!lg by a choir, 
leaving the tune for the congregation. 
This music is als o modal; the dominant ot the sixth 
mode identifying it as hypolydian. The final cadence g ives 
the sixteenth century impression of dominant to tonic but 
is preceded by a ~ chord, more like the earlier writing. 
1 Cf. Appendix l, cadence e. 
I • I •••• P• •• P' ., •••• I •• 
2sixth Mode Gospel-canticle tone and Psalm-tone 
ending Sarum use, (from Grove, )rd ed., I V, ~ 65.) 
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Between 1547 and 1553 there were at least eight 
psalters published.l Only those just described included 
music. During the reign of Mary there were probably no new 
editions issued. The Protestants who fled to Geneva were 
responsible for the .Anglo-Genevan Psalter published in 1556 
for the use of the English refugees. A second edition of 
this came out in 1558, the year of Queen Mary's death and 
as the Protestants returned, both books found their way into 
England. They are described in Frost's book,2 and the tunes 
presented throughout the section devoted to "Old Version" 
tunes. No hymns are listed. 
There were many editions of metrical psalms and evan-
gelical hymns before the ~ueen issued her Injunction about 
service music in 1559. None of them included any freely 
composed hymns. Burney cited Heylin's comment on the In-
junction which claimed that plainsong was still used in the 
parish churches for the daily psalms. In the queen's chapel, 
in cathedrals and some colleges, the hymns were sung in a 
more "melodious" manner accompanied by organs and other 
instruments. Burney pointed out that no mention was made 
of singing David's psalms in meter although afterwards they 
displaced the hymns and to some extent the Te Deum, 
l Wooldridge, op. cit., pp. 268-269. 
2Frost, op. cit., pp. 3-4. 
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Magnificat, and Nunc Dimittis. 1 It is difficult to tell 
what kind of composition is meant by hymn in this passage. 
Dr. Lang interpretes the "hymn or such like song" of the In-
junction to mean "ant hem." 2 The "such like song" may very 
well have been an anthem but it is not unreasonable to think 
that the "hymn" referred to religious lyric verse to be sung 
by the congregation, for immediately after the Injunction, 
compositions of this kind were printed. It is quite certain 
that the Sternhold psalter of 1561, an~ perhaps even in 1559, 
included a few original hymns which could not be classified 
as anthems, or psalms, or canticles. The fact that the 
freely composed hymns were printed so soon after the In-
junction would seem to indicate that they had been in use 
before the authorization and that the word ~ in the In-
junction refers to this kind of composition. 
The first hymns were The Lamentation of a Sinner, "0 
Lorde turne not away thy face"; A Prayer unto the holy 
Ghoste, "Come holy Spirite, the God of Myght" (to be sung 
before the sermon); A thankesgiuing after receiuing the 
Lordes Supper, "The Lord be thanked"; The Complainte of a 
sinner, "Where righteousness doth say"; A Lamentation, 
lCharles A.Burney, A General History of Music, London, 
1789, 2nd ed., Vol I II, p. 18. 
2paul Henry Lang , Music in Western Civilization, 
New York, 1941, p. 281. 
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"0 Lord in thee is all my trust"; and The Humble Sute of a 
Sinner, "0 Lord of who I do depend". The first three are 
located in the English psalt er of 1561; the last three, in 
the 1562 edition. 1 
There is a possibility that the first five were pub-
lished as early as 1559, although it cannot be proved. The 
psalter used for this research and which contained the first 
five of these hymns was without date on the title page. 
Neither title page nor contents corresponded with any 
editions described in Frost or the Wooldridge article in 
Grove's Dictionary. There was a c olophon with the date 
1569 and the publication is listed in the Short Title Cata-
logue under that date as No. 2440a. However, there was an 
old MS description of the book clipped to it which stated 
that the date 1569 was a misprint for 1559,and there are 
t wo p oints in the title which would corroborate the state-
ment. 
The title was The first parte of the Booke of Psalmes, 
collected into English Metre, by Thomas Sternhold, Jhon Hop-
kins and others: conferred with the Hebrue, with apte notes 
to singe them withall. Newly set forth and allowed to be 
sung of al the people to gather, before and after Mornying 
and Evening Prayer, as also before and after ·the Sermons ••• 
• Imprinted by Jhon Daye. Cum privilegio Regie Maiestates 
lFrost, op. cit., pp. 12-14. 
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Decensium. Forbidding all others to printe these Psalm.es or 
any part of them. 
The fact that this was only The first parte of the 
psalter, presenting e i ghty psalms and twenty-six tunes, 
should place it before t he Whole Booke of Psalmes of 1562. 
The spelling of Jhon for John with both Hopkins and Daye 
does not appear in any psalters listed in the Frost compi-
lation after the one of 1561. These two facts point to the 
early date. "Newly set forth and allowed to be sung of al 
the people" would be possible immediately after the 1559 In-
junction, although the phrase "allowed to be sung in churches" 
was not common in titles until after 1566. 
At any r ate, this was the earliest psalter available 
to this writer which included freely composed hymns and 
will be referred to with the date c. 1559. It was bound 
with a 1562 Hopkins psalter, the Epistles and Gospels with-
out date, a prose psalter of 1569, and another issued in 
1570. It was a beautiful book with calf ornamental pinding, 
colored gauffre edges, and the back and sides gilt. 
The Sternhold and Hopkins psalter of c. 1559 included: 
A Catechism 
A Short introduction into the science of Musicke 
Veni Creator, with tune 
Te Deum, with tune 
Benedictus, with tune 
Magnificat, with tune 
Nunc Dimittis, with tune 
Quicunque vult, with tune 
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Lamentation of a sinner, with tune 
Markant named as authorl 
Lordes prayer, wi th tune 
X Commandments, with tune 
Eighty psal ms and twenty-six tunes 
X Commandments with tune 
W. W. given as author2 
A prayer 
The Lordes prayer 
Articles of the Christian Faith, with tune 
A prayer unto the holy ghost, to be song 
before t he Sermon. Sing . this as the 
LXIX ·Psalme 
Da pacem, with tune 
The complainte of a sinner, with tune 
A thankesgiuing after the receiuing of the Lordes 
supper. Sing this as the CXXXVII P salme 
Preserve us Lorde by thy dear word 
R. W. given as author3 
Through perfect repentance the sinner hath a sure 
trust in God that his sinnes shal be washed 
away in Christes bloud. 
A Lamentation, with tune 
~ter the Lamentation was printed the word Finis and then 
came prayer, thanksgiving after meat, letany and suffrages, 
and a table of the psalms. 
The Lamentation of a Sinner and tune continued in use 
for many years after its first publication. In addition to 
.the Sternhold and Hopkins of c. 1559, it was found in 
lMarkant was rector of Great Clacton in the second 
year of Elizabeth's reign. 
2warton, op. cit., p. 733 identifies w.w. as William 
Wyttingham, dean of Durham just before 1553. He was later 
exiled and ordained by Calvin. 
3rbid., p. 735 identifies R. W. as Robert Wisdome, 
archdeacon-or Ely during reign of Elizabeth. 
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English psalters of 1563, 1 1599, 1604 (Este), 2 1616, 1619, 
1621 (Ravenscroft),3 1623, and Playford's publication of 
1677. (See Chapter VI.) Frost locates it also in English 
psalters 1561, 1562, 1570, 1579 (Daman), 1591 (Daman), 1592 
(Este), 1599 (Allison}, c. 1599 (Barley), and Scottish 1594, 
1595, 1602, 1615, 1625, 1634. The tune served for psalms 
in other editions.4 
The changes that were made in it in succeeding books 
were nearly all rhythmic and some no doubt were printer's 
errors. The tune and hymn follow. In Example IV the 
single melodic line from editions of c. 1559, 1616, and 
1619 are shown. In Example VI are harmonized versions. 
lcontents of book described in Appendix II. 
2contents of book described in Appendix II. 
3contents of book described in Appendix II. 
4Frost, OJ2• cit., p. 61. 
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Example 5. The Lamentation of a Sinner 
"0 Lord turne not away thy face" 
C.11.D. 
e.bcbdefe 
Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, The first parte of the 
Booke of Psalmes, c. 1559, pp. 19-21. 
S.T.C. 2440a 
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In the c. 1559 edition, the cl e f sign and flat varied 
in position as indicated. 
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Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, The Nh ole Booke of 
Psalmes, l bl b . 
S.T.C. 2555 
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The Lamentation of a Sinner 
(1616 Edition) 
John Markant 
0 Lord turne not away thy face 
from him that lyeth prostrate 
Lamenting sore his sinfull life: 
before thy mercy gate. 
Which gate thou openest wyde to those, 
that do lament their sinne, 
Shut not that gate against me Lord, 
but let me enter in. .. · 
And call me not to mine accounts, 
how I have lived here: 
For then I know right well 0 Lord, 
how vile I shall appeare. 
I need not to confesse my life, 
I am sure thou canst tell, 
What I have beene, and what I am, 
I know thou knowest it well. 
0 Lord thou knowest what things bee past 
and eke the things that be: 
Thou knowest also what is to come 
nothing is hid from thee. 
Before the heavens and earth were made 
Thou knowest what things were then, 
As all things else that haue beene since 
among the sonnes of men. 
And can the things that I have done, 
be hidden from thee then? 
Nay, nay, thou knowest them all 0 Lord 
where they were done and when. 
Wherefore with teares I come to thee 
to beg and to intreat: 
Even as the Child that hath done evil, 
and feare·th to be beat. 
So come I to thy mercy gate, 
where mercy doth abound, 
Requiring mercy for my sinne, 
to heale my deadly wound. 
0 Lord I need not to repeat, 
what I doe beg or craue: 
Thou knowest 0 Lord before I aske, 
the things that I would have. 
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Mercy good Lord, mercy I aske, 
this is the totall summe: 
For mercy Lord is all my suite, 
Lord let thy mercy come. 
The c. 1559 edition printed Amen at the end of this 
hymn. Amen was not found again until 1597 in the publi-
cations of William Hunnis. 
The version found in the e. 1559 edition is used for 
the analysis. This tune is simple and expressive. The first 
mode is used with the flat put in as signature because the 
only B's would of necessity have to be lowered. The as-
cending and descending movement in the melody are balanced 
and smoothly achieved with stepwise progressions predominant. 
'I'he ascent is gradual to the highest point which is reached 
in the last line; the descent to the final is more rapid 
using three of the six leaps of a fourth found in the entire 
melody. 
The setting of the words is syllabic, in keeping with 
the reformers efforts to simplify the service music. Di-
viding the music into eight phrases, each one is different 
melodically but the isorhythmic treatment unifies them. 
The rhythmic pattern of the second phrase is repeated in the 
fourth phrase and the final phrase. The rhythm of the third 
phrase is used twice. The first phrase rhythmic pattern ap-
pears again in the fifth phrase with the exception of a 
minim in place of a semibreve for the fifth note. This 
simple change eliminates a parallel construction which could 
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become uninteresting if too closely followed. However, the 
change was probably made because of the pattern set up by 
the accented syllables of the text rather than from any 
planning of formal rhythmic design. 
The composer of the tune is unknown, a fact which is 
true of all the tunes of the psalter. Wooldridge thinks 
that they are "English tunes imitating the High ·Dutch, 
Italian, French and Neterlandish tunes."1 He believes that 
there were many English musicians capable of writing them. 
There were organists and singing men who took an active 
part in the religious controversy, many of whom fled to Ge-
neva along with the clergy when Mary restored the Roman 
rites. Many of the tunes were first used in the psalter 
printed at Geneva for the use of the English and later found 
their way into England. 
This tune for the Lamentation of a Sinner has none of 
the over sweet sentimentality of the late eighteenth century 
tunes. It is straight forward and easy to sing. The free 
flowing rhythm gives it a beauty that is not found in the 
tune St. Mary which is associated with the hymn in present 
day books. One wishes. that it might be restored to use. 
Harmonizations are shown from the Whole Booke of 
Psalmes, second edition, printed by Thomas Este in 1604, and 
Ravenscroft's psalter of 1621. There were four settings in 
l wooldridge, op. cit., p. 270. 
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the 1563 ed i tion of the whole Psalme s in foure partes; one 
by T. Caustin, one by H. Brimle, and two by W. Parsons, the 
second one by Parsons being for men. Only the tenor book or 
this ed i tion was found in the libraries in the Boston area 
so the harmonizations are not given. The melody was in the 
tenor part with only a few changes from the way it was given 
in earlier editions. 
Example 6. The Lamentation of a Sinner 
Harmonization 
Thomas Este , The Whole Booke of Psalmes, 1604, pp. 18-19. 
(1st ed. 1592.) Harmonization by J. Far~er. 
S.T.C. 2515 
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The eighth note of the highest part printed a minim, 
should be a semibreve. 
Exa:nple 7 • . The Lamentation of a Sinner 
Harmonization 
Thomas Rauenscroft, The ~hole Booke of Psalmes, 1621, 
pp. 18-19. Harmonization by 
·.v111. Parsons 
.:3 ,T.C. 2575 
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A comparison of the setting by Farmer with that of 
~arsons points up the inferior work of ~arsons. John Far-
mer (fl. 1591-1601) is best known as a composer ofmadrigals 
and also wrote a little treatise on three part counterpoint. 
He set all the canticles and hymns which preceded the psalms 
in the Este psalter as well as some of the psalms. 1v"illiam 
~arsons was assistant choir master and copyist at ~ ells Ca-
thedral in 1551 and remained under both Roman and Protestant 
deans until 1561. Nothing more is known about him except 
his settings in four parts for Day's Hhole Psalter. 1 ~ar­
son's harmonization of the Lamentation tune used in the 
Havenscroft psalte r is shown here and is an altered version 
of the one he uid for the Day psalter. 
1Grove's Dictionarl, 5th ed., VI, 568. 
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The interest in the Farmer setting lies in the modal 
harmony. A variety of chords is used and there is a par-
ticularly nice effect when in the second chord, the tenor 
moves below the bass and the A in the upper part becomes a 
suspension resolving as the bass moves down a third. The 
closes are all at the expected levels for the first mode 
without giving a sense of modulat i on as in the major/minor 
tonality. All the cadences end with a major third except 
the last which is a typical cadence of the Renaissance 
period and has no third. 1 All but one of the cadences 
using a third, has the third in the highest part. 
The Pars ons setting is very close to our major/minor 
tonality. Modulations are made within the phrase and t he 
harmony is very much limited to the triads built on the 
three tonal degree.s. The cadence at the words "mercy gate" 
is unusual in the use of the augmented second, an interval 
characteristic of the baroque period. It is used again in 
the f inal cadence. Except for the augmented interval, the 
voice leading i n these cadences is like the one by Farnaby 
cited by Wooldridge 2 as being typical of the closes used in 
this psalter. 
The highest part in the Farmer setting is more inter-
esting as a melody than the corresponding part in Parsons. 
lor. Appendix I, cadence d. 
2 . Woo.ldridge, op. cit., p. 276. 
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The range is wider and the highest note is reached only 
twice, while Parsons' melody goes up to its highest note 
four times, and the constant use of repeated notes hinders 
the forward movement of the melody. More dissonance in the 
earlier harmonization also helps to make it interesting. 
The tenor carries the melody in both of the above set-
tings; a characteristic feature of the hymn tune harmoni-
zations until the late seventeenth century. 
The Prayer unto the holy ghost, to be sung before the 
sermon, was the second freely composed hymn found in the 
Sternhold and Hopkins of c. 1559. It was found also, in 
English psalters of 1599, 1604 (Este), 1616, 1619, 1620 
(Ravenscroft), 1623. In addition Frost locates it in Eng-
lish psalters of 1561, 1562, 1570, 1579 (Daman), 1592 (Este), 
c. 1599 (Barley), and Scottish 1566. A separate tune was 
not written for this hymn when it first appeared. It was 
associated with the tune for Psalm LXIX, later with tune for 
Psalm CXIX, and again for Psalm LXIX. Both tunes are given 
here. The second one was quite different in the 1616 edi-
tion from the one in the 1619 edition and neither one 
agreed with the tune in the Frost compilation. 1 
lFrost, op. cit., p. 165. 
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Example 8. A Prayer unto the holy ghost 
"Come holy s p irit the God of might" 
C.M.D. 
abobdefe 
Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, Tbe first parte of the 
Booke of Psalmes, o. 1559, unpaged. 
s.T.c. 2440a 
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I 
Th omc.s 3ternhold and John dopkins, The \\·hole Booke of 
.? sal me s , 1616 . 
S .T.C. 2555 
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,_~~i ... st Q;ll Sil"' Q.rld w~~edne.,s, Lord he ljoe ~ u;~.., ~ ~ielcJ. 
Thomas Sternhold and John rlopkins, The Whole Booke of 
.Psalmes, 1619. 
s.T.C. 2565 
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The last note was printed F. 
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A Prayer unto the Holy Ghost 
to be sung before the sermon 
(1616 Edition) 
Come holy spirit the God of might 
comforter of us all 
Teach us to know thy word aright, 
that we do never fall. 
0 holy ghost visite our coast, 
defend us with thy shield: 
Against al l sin and wickedness, 
Lorde helpe us win the fi eld. 
Lorde keepe the king and his counce111 
and give them will and might: 
To persever in thy Gospell, 
which can put sinne to flight. 
0 Lorde that gavest thy holy word, 
send preachers plenteously: 
That in the same we may accord, 
and therein live and die. 
0 holy spirit direct aright 
the Preachers of thy word, 
That thou by them maist cut downe sin, 
as it were with a sword. 
Depart not from those Pastors pure, 
but ayde them at all need: 
Which brake to us the bread of life, 
whereon our soules doe feed. 
0 blessed spirit of truth keepe us 
in peace and unitie: 
Keepe us from sects and errors all, 
and from all Papistry. 
Conuert all t hose that be our foes, 
and bring them to t hy light: 
That they and we may well agree 
and praise t hee day and night. 
0 Lord increase our faith in us, 
and loue so to aboud: 
That man and wife be void of strife, 
and neighbors about us round, 
In our time give thy peace 0 Lorde, 
to nations farre and nie: 
And teach them all thy holy ·word, 
that we may sing to thee. 
lrn the edition of c. 15$9 t his line read: "Lorde 
keepe our Q,ueen and her Counsaile. ~' 
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All glory to the Trinitie, 
that is of mighties most, 
The living Father and the Sonne, 
and eke the holy Ghost. 
As it hath beene in all the time 
and hath been heretofore, 
As it is now, and so shall bee, 
henceforth for evermore. 
The printing of the 1616 version is obviously faulty 
and will not be discuss ed here. Neither the tune for the 
Psalm LXIX nor Psalm CXIX are especially noteworthy. The 
stressed syllables of the verse do not always correspond 
with the feeling of accent in the music. The first tune, 
using the hypodorian mode transposed, is a small t wo-part 
form with the second part a repetition of the first, but 
not exact. Unity in the second tune, using the dorian mode, 
is achieved, . no'f;. too successfully, by repetition of the 
last par t of the phrase. Rhythmically all the phrases end 
alike and three of them have the same melodic figure. 
There is an unus ual place in the second tune where the melo-
dy moves over the distance of a ninth with one step-wise 
progression and two leaps before turning back in the other 
direction. 
A tune from Daman, 1579 was used for this hymn and 
harmonized by E. Hooper in Este's book. The Yorke tune, 
harmonized by John MJ.l ton, father of the poet, was as soci-
ated with the hymn in Ravenscroft, 1621. Both harmoni-
zations follow. 
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Example 9. 
Thomas Este, 
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~ Prayer unto the holy ghost 
Harmoniza tion 
The ~hole Booke of Psalmes , l o04, pp. ~ 6o- , 67. 
(1 s t ed. 1592 .) Tune from Daman 1579 (use d 
with .C's. xxiii).l d armonized by t: • .-looper. 
S .T.C. 2515 
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Example 10. A ? rayer unto the holy ghost 
Harmonization. 
Thomas hauensoroft, The Whole Book of Psalmes, 16~1, 
pp. 266-267. Yorke Tune from Siottish 
? salter 1615, called The Stilt. 
rlarmonized by John Milton. S.T.C. ~ 575 
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Again a comparison of the two harmonizations shows 
the one in the Este volume superior to the Ravenscroft. 
Edmund Hooper (c. 1553-1621), responsible for the one in 
Este, was organist of Westminster Abbey in 1606. He con-
tributed harmonizations and a "new tune" . for Ravenscroft's 
psalter, and harmonizations for Sternhold and Hopkins, 
Whole Book of Psalms, 1621. He composed anthems, services, 
and an Almaine and Coranto by him are in the Fitzwilliam 
Virginal Book. 1 John Milton, Sr. (c. 1563-1646/47}, was 
'cast out by his father, a bigotted Roman Catholick, for ab-
juring the Popish tenets' and went to London where he made a 
considerable fortune as member of the Scriveners' Company. 
His musical compositions were all choral pieces and show 
'sound mus icianship but are of no remarkable interest'.2 
The tune taken by Hooper from the Daman collection is 
in the first mode transposed; the Yorke tune, in F major, 
and in both cases the cadences used are typical of the mode. 
The first cadence in Hooper incorp0rates the major third 
with the fifteenth century cadence,3 an addition which was 
pointing the way to the harmonic practice after the ecclesi-
astical modes had been abandoned. There is an interesting 
use of a diminished fourth in the tenor at the words 
lGrove, 3rd ed., II, 663. 
2Grove, 3r d ed., III, 468. 
3cf. Appendix I, cadence b. 
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"aright That" with imitation in the cantus just before it. 
All d ireinished intervals were forbidden at this time. 
The third hywn in the early Sternhold and Hopkins of 
c. 1559 was the Complaint of a sinner with the fir s t line 
"v,here righteousness dot 1 say." It was used again in 156.3, 
1599 , 1604 (Este), lbl 6 , lol9, 16~1 (havenscroft), and in 
lo.i ). Frost locates it also, in Engli s h psalters 156 2 , 1570, 
1579 (Daman), 1 591 (Daman), 1592 (Este), 1599 (Allison ) , 
and in Scottish 1594, 1595, 1602, 1615, 1625, 1634. 1 
Example 11. Complaint of a Sinner 
"Where righteousness doth say" 
6.6.6.6.D. 
ababcdcd 
Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, The first parte of the 
Boeke of Psalmes, o. 1559, unpaged • 
.S.T.C. 2440e 
j J J d J a 0. 
J J e J d J 
f+toiL- &~ou.Jd.sf .Mt, jOt).~, Ve11 iea.Mtt!- for mf deSert, 
~J J J J J 0 ' 1 d ~ J J i2 j j ~ J JJ "' 
I c.a,.., it not d ~ -n 1 b £.t-+ n e e..d S .L mu.. s t co ll ~sse, how +ha.Tconf,·-r,ua lly 
$ J J. J J J ~ . A r r J r J # ~ 
+k '1 I Q.W~i r do +re~,.MS ~re~.se., Ti-t '1 Iawes I. d.o +ra.~s $,-esse . 
1Frost, op. cit., p. 21). 
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Thomes .:3 t ernhol and J ohn ~op kins, The · ·hole Booke of 
~ salme s , l bl 9 . S .T.C. 2565 
r r r r 
w~~re.. T•jlot+eo'-'>"l1e~> does. ~0.'1j Lord +ort'YI'1slvt,~fu.l par+ 
w~:l~:t=::=r ===r=====r ==r =====r ===-0 r.f r r r r "' 
nrrrrr 1r r rr lr rrrr 1 
+h 4 II).W S I d.o it-o."'\ 9 ' e sse., ih'1 la.w.s I do +ro..."' s S.le'i. >8-
The Co1n.plaint of a ::) inner 
(1616 Edition) 
i here righteousne ss doth say; 
Lord for illY shamefull part 
l n wrath thou shouldst me pay, 
Vengeance f or my desert, 
I can not it deny 
But needs I must confess, 
dow th a t continually 
Thy laws I do tra ngresse. 
Thy laws I do trangresse. 
But if it be thy will, 
~ ith sinners to contend: 
Then all thy flocke shall spill, 
And be lost without end. 
For who liuetil here so ri ght, 
That rightly he can say, 
rle sinnet ·CJ. not in t t1y sight 
Full oft and every day. 
Full oft and every day. 
The dcripture plaine telleth me, 
The ri ghteous man offendeth, 
Seven time s a aa.y to thee: 
iJhere o 1 thy wrs.t .i1 depe ndtn. 
~o that the rign teous man, 
Do th walke in no such path, 
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But he falth now and then 
In danger of thy wrath. 
In danger of thy wrath. 
Then sith the case so s tands, 
That even the man right wise, 
Falth oft in sinfull hands, 
Whereby thy wrath may rise. 
Lord, I that am uniust 
And righteousness none haue, 
Whereto then shall I trust, 
My sinful soule to save? 
My sinful soule to save? 
But trulie to that post, 
Whereto I cleaue and shall: 
Which is t hy mercy most, 
Lord let thy mercie fall. 
And mitigate thy moode, 
Or else we perish all, 
The price of this thy blood, 
Wherein mercie I call. 
Wherein mercie I call. 
The Scripture doth declare 
No drop of blood in thee: 
But that thou didst not spare 
To shed a drop for me. 
Now let those drops most sweet, 
So moist my heart so drie: 
That I with sinne repleat 
May liue, and sinne may die. 
May liue, and sinne may die. 
That being mortified, 
This sinne of mine in me, 
I may be sanctified 
By grace of thine in thee 
So shall I never fall 
Into such mortall sin: 
That my foes infernall 
Reioyce my death therein. 
Reioyce my death therein. 
But vouchsafe me to keepe, 
From t hose infernall foes, 
And f~om that lake so deepe, 
Whereas no mercy growes. 
And I shall sing the songs 
Confirmed wi th the iust, 
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That unto thee belongs, 
Which art mine only trust. 
Which art mine only trust. 
The hymn uses a nine line stanza; a repetition of the 
eighth line becoming the ninth. 
The mode of the tune is dorian in the c. 1559 edition 
and dorian trans posed in 1619. The last note is not the 
final which is unusual. It ends on a major third above the 
expected final. The structure is a two-part form; the 
first part being abab with the second b descending to the 
last four notes instead of rising to them, as is done in the 
first b. The second part starts with a sequential pattern 
which seems to lose i.ts force in the third attempt at repe-
tition, as it does not pull itself above the second pattern, 
and there is unartistic insistence on singing five separate 
syllables in the word "continually." 
The tune was harmonized twice before the psalms in 
Day's edition for four parts in 1563. The first was by 
T. Caustin and the tenor part (all that was available here) 
was not the melody. The second one was by R. Brimle and 
the tune was in the tenor. Three settings by W. Parsons 
were placed after the psalms. The first of these used the 
tune in the tenor but the other two did not. 
The harmonizations by J. Farmer from the Este book 
and one by Ravenscroft follow. 
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Example 12. 
Thomas Este, 
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The Wh ole Booke of ~salme s, 1604, pp . 22- 25 . 
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S .T.C. 2515 
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Examp l e l J . Complaint of a sinner 
Harmoni zation 
Thomas Ra uensoro f t, The Whole Book of Psalmes, 1621 
pp. 22-25. Ha r monization by T.R., 
B. of M. S. T.C. 2575 
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The harmonization by John Farmer is simpler than the 
one by Ravenscroft. There is interesting doubling with the 
phrase "I cannot it deny" and with the final phrase. The 
octaves between cantus and altus at the words "my desert" 
coupled with the unequal fifths they form with the tenor are 
not usually found. 
Ravenscroft's harmonization drops the extra line of 
repetition at the end, and adapts the rhythm so that it can 
be barred with the signature 4, every phrase using the same 
rhythmic patteru. The upper parts are a little more varied 
rhythmically than the bass with syncopation in one measure 
of the cantus. The medius is disappointing as a melody and 
seems only to fill in, although there is an interesting 
suspension at the word "continually." Here the resolution 
is taken by the tenor and the two parts cross to keep the 
melody intact and to avoid direct fifths. 
A Thanksgiuing after receiuing the Lordes supper was 
the next hymn in the Sternhold and Hopkins of c. 1559. 
English psalters of 1599, 1604 (Este), 1616, 1619, 1621 
(Ravenscroft), 1623 all included it and Frost locates it in 
1561, 1562, 1570 (as xxxvii), 1579 (Daman), c. 1599 (Barley), 
Scottish 1566 (as xxvii). In the earliest psalter it was 
not given a separate tune, and the directions were to sing 
it to the tune of Psalm OXXXVII. "The Lord be thanked for 
his giftes" was the first line and it was a 124 line hymn 
which was not divided into verses on the pages where it was 
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printed. 
Example 14. 
A 
thanked for 
C. it .D. 
abcbdefe 
Lordes er 
giftes 
Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, The first parte of the 
Boeke of Psalmes, c. 1559, unpaged. Tune 
for rsalm CXXXVIl. 
S.T.C. ~440a 
~Jo-e-oo-& 
Tl,e. Lord ~e ~"k'ed for hi~ i·· f~-e~ 
J 0 1 6 J 0 • -&-J J :e= 
ues ca., not so 
Last two notes should be D, c. 
0 
o-a-
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Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, The hhole Booke ot 
Psalmes, 1616. Tune tor Psalm CXXXVII. 
S .T.C. 2555 
0 0 0 0 
0 
T f- n cl +it r.J.ow 1.M1 to If,~ Sa.l~tt,~ . Tu h i.,.. be. lt:U4.d +1\t.re+'ore. 
w j j 001 J 8 J 0 
0 
Our boct-es. C.O.VI'!!ot of- hiM 
'rhomas Stern.hold and John Hopkins, The Whole Booke ot 
Psalmes, 1619. Tune tor Psalm CXXXVII . 
S.T.C. 2565 
~<~II~ 
--er J J -e- 0 0 -& 0 J 0 J 
T~o,e. ~ord be -H..~ lied ~or his cjifts I~ J 1 ;J J G 0 0 
l~o,.().+ he doti-\ She.w 1.-"""+o his s(l , ..., +-~ s , 
~ J j J 0 J () J 0 
-t"o h i 1'\o\ be. 
IJJ J 
O&.A.r +o1-12"'e~ ca,.., .,o-r .sc. pro.. Lfle +--4£ l,ord, 
L J d 0 J 0 J e 
-a-
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A Thanksgiuing after the receiuing of the Lordes supper 
(1619 Edition) 
The Lord be thanked for his gifts, 
and mercies evermore: 
That he doth shew unto his Saints, 
to him be laud therefore. 
Our tongues cannot so prayse the Lord, 
as he doth right deserue 
Our hearts cannot of him so thinks, 
as he doth us preserue. 
His benefits they be so great 
to us that be but sinne: 
That a t our hands for recompense, 
there is no hope to winne. 
0 sinfull flesh that thou shouldst haue 
such mercies of the Lord: 
Thou dost deserue more worthily 
of him to be abhord. 
Verse 7 
Not one of us that seeketh out, 
the Lord of life to please: 
Nor doe the thing that might us joyne, 
to Christ and quiet ease. 
Thus are we all his enemies. 
we can it not denie: 
And he againe of his good will, 
would not that we should die. 
Verse 14 
And as the cernes by unitie 
unto one loaf is knit: 
So is the Lord and his whole church, 
though he in heaven sit. 
As many grapes make but one Wine, 
so should we be but one, 
In faith and loue in Christ aboue, 
and unto Christ alone. 
The tune is within the range of the hypoionian mode 
and sounds much like our major mode. The entire melody en-
twines itself around the triad built on the final. The last 
five notes of the first phrase become the entire fourth 
phrase and then are used in fragment at the beginning of the 
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fifth. The last phrase is like the second. In spite of the 
rather monotonous harmonic background, there is a feeling of 
sedate gratitude here which is much closer related to the 
words of this hymn than to the unconsolable sadness of 
Psalm CXXXVII with which it was primarily associated. 
1~e tune from the Daman book of 1579, used there with 
the twenty-third psalm, was harmonized by John Dowland and 
set with the "Thankesgiuing" in Este's publication of 1592. 
It is shown here from the 1604 edition. In Ravenscroft, 
Martyrs tune, as harmonized by Simon Stubbs, was associated 
with the hymn. 
Example 15. 
A Thankesgiuing after receiuing the Lordes supper 
Harmonization .. 
Thomas Este, The Whole Booke of Psalmes, 1604, pp. 270-271. 
(1st ei· 1592) Tune from Daman 1579, (toPs. 
xxiii) harmonized here by J. Douland, B. of M. 
S.1'.C. 2515 
1Frost, QP.• cit., p. 86. 
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John Dowland {1563-1626) is, of course, famous for his 
secular songs and lute music. Freedom and variety of 
rhythmic treatment, the importance of the accompaniment, and 
daring harmony characterize his Ayres. The harmonizations 
of psalm tunes for Este's psalter were his only works with 
religious words. 
The tune here is very limited in range with the third 
phrase like the first phrase reversed. All of the parts 
which Dowland has written hold more melodic interest than 
the psalm tune. The cantus, especially, with its flowing 
curves outshines the tenor, and it descends one note to the 
final. The repetition of three chords at the end of the 
first and third phrases with all parts remaining stationary 
is quite unusual for this type of tune. The final cadence, 
which does not use a suspension but strikes all notes of 
the dominant chord together, makes this harmonization stand 
apart from all the rest. The dissonance in the alto, fifth 
note, is daring for this period when only suspensions and 
passing tones were the rule. 
Simon Stubbs, who harmonized the Martyrs tune,was an 
Engl ish composer of church music during the late fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries. Not much is known about him 
and the list of his anthems and services which are extant, 
is not long. It is interesting to compare this harmoni-
zat i on of Martyrs tune with the one done by Playford in 
1698 (Example67). 
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The melody is in the highest part by the end of the 
seventeenth century and Playford explained in his publication 
that the inner part, called medius, should not go above the 
melody to cloud its clarity, "except in such places as it 
could not be well avoided." Those places were frequent in 
this particular harmonization as eleven out of twenty-eight 
notes of the middle part are higher than the church tune it-
self, and tend to disguise it especially at the cadences. 
The bass part used by Stubbs is more vigorous with the 
leap of a third used more than any other progression. In 
the Playford, stepwise motion predominates in the bass. 
There is no use of dissonance in the Playford, although 
there is one unprepared seventh in a chord built on II. 
Stubbs uses t wo passing tones and one cambiata. 
It is the selection of chords and the cadences which 
make the Stubbs music retain the modal feeling, while Play-
ford, using the same modal tune, leans toward the major/ 
minor system in harmony. Playford uses only two chords 
which are not built on tonal degrees. There is a modu-
lation to G in the third phrase. Stubbs uses five chords 
built on modal degrees. The last cadence, with a f chord 
followed by V and the I, sounds much like G major but is 
not enough to establish a major tonality for the wholehymn. 
The indirect fifths between bass and medius at the words 
"his saintes" were not common practice. 
The last hymn in the early Sternhold and Hopkins 
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c. 1559, was anothe r Lamentation with firs t line " O Lord in 
thee is all my trust." It was found in the editions of 1563 , 
1599, 1604 {Este), 1616, l ol9, 1621 (Ravenscroft), lo ~ 3, anJ 
in Playford' s volWLe of 1677 w· ere it wa ::; ca l led a i' eni-
tential rlymp. additional psal t er s which usee it are lis t ed 
by Frost as 15 o~ , 1570, 1579 (Dama n) , 1591 (Daman), 1599 
(Allison), c. 1599 (Barley) and Scottish l5 6b , 1 575, 1594, 
1595.1 'I'he melody as given in the .::> t ::: r nhold and Ho~kins 
c. 1559, lolo, and 1619 f ollow. 
Example 17. A Lamentation 
"0 Lord in thee is all my trust" 
L. M.D. 
e.babcdcd 
Thomas Sternhold and John rlopkins, The fir s t parte of the 
Booke of ~se.lmes, c. 1559, unpaged. 
S.T.c. 2440a 
.01\) J o J o 1 o :J: o J 0 J e J 0 j ~ 
J 6 J 0 J 0 J e J 0 1 d 
$ J 0 J a J a J o J ,0 J 6 J a J d 
J a J J a J a a J e J e Jol~ 
1Frost, op. cit., pp. ~13-~14. 
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I 
Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkina, The Whole Booke ot 
PsaLmes, 1616. S.T.C. 2555 
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5 I\ o..ll I F-or +I.e.,.., hot.V-e /0 LL>11. ~h 111~,., + c5 ,-,,e. ~.e. +o fl&t"e. Id.o ·,'l +--el'ld . 
Thomas Sternhold and John Hopkins, The Whole Booke of 
Psalmes, 1619. S.T.C. 2565 
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"r ~t_Q_ t"- 1r -.r r~r_Q_r_Q_ 
B~holci how I do ~t-.11 ~~~~t M1s,·,, wh-erei"" I cio o+fe. ... d . 
1
9& r _Q_ r _Q_ r Q r o 
1 
r -a-
The final s no uld be G, in botn of t Ees e tunes. 
The Lamentation 
(1616 Edition} 
Through perfect repentance the sinner hath 
a sure trust in God that his sinnes shal be 
washed away in Christes blood. 
0 Lord in thee is all my trust 
give ear unto my woful cry: 
Refuse me not that am uniust 
but cast on me thy heauenly eye. 
Behold how I do still lament 
my sins wherein I do offend 
Shall I for them have punishment 
since thee to please I do intend. 
No, no, not so, thy will is bent 
to deale with sinners in thine ire: 
But when in heart they shall repent, 
thou granst with speed what they desire. 
To thee therefore still shall I cry, 
to wash away my sinfull crime: 
Thy blood 0 Lord is not yet drie, 
but that it may helpe me in time. 
Hast thee 0 Lord, hast t hee I say, 
to poure on me the gifts of grace: 
That when this life shall flit away, 
in heauen with thee I may haue place. 
Where thou dost raigne eternally, 
with God which once ·did downe thee send 
Where Angels sing continually 
to thee be praise world without end. 
None of these tunes agree with the one given in Frost. 
The limited range of the first part of the tune probably ac-
counts for the differences in the printed versions, as 
singing without notes could easily lead to slight variations. 
The first mode is used in the c. 1559 edition and the same 
mode transposed in the later ones. The tune has more 
characteristics of plainsong than any of the preceding tunes 
from Sternhold. After the first phrase, each succeeding 
phrase seems to grow o~t of the second one. 
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The t enor part book of t h e 1 563 edit i on gave a Jue l o-
dio l i ne f or th e t enor which was no t the hymn tune. Th e 
harmoni zati on was done by M. Talys and Frost s tates that 
th e tune was in t h medius . Again t wo harmonizations are 
shown; the one from Este and the one from riavenscrort. 
Example 18 . n. Lamentation 
Harmonization 
Thomas Este, The Whole Booke of 1-'salmes, 1604, pp. 2o8- 271. 
(1st ed. 1592 ) Harmonization by Geor ge ~irby. 
S . T.C. 2515 
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The penultimate note of the Al tus should be a crotche t 
instead of the minim a s printed. 
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Example 19. .r. Lame ntation 
Harmonization 
Thomas hauenscroft, The ~hole Booke of Ps al mes, 16,1, 
pp. ;;68-2b9. Harmc·n i zation by 
1'ho. Rauenscroft, B. of 1 1. 
S.T.C. 2575 
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·rhe emi s sion of r e s t _ i n t .... o places in the bass and 
tenor, i n one p l ace i n the me d i us, is t h9 p ri nter's error. 
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George Kirby contributed harmonizations for The Lords 
Qraier, the Creed, and many psalm tunes in Este's book be-
sides the one for the Lamentation given here. This work 
for Thomas Este is the first that is known by Kirby, who 
later established himself as one of the best English madri-
gal writers. His First set of English Madrigals, 1597; 
with his Oriana madrigal are republished in Vol. XXIV of the 
English Madrigal School and the complete sets are in Ark-
wright's Old English Edition. Kirby died at Bury St. Ed-
munds, October, 1634. 1 
There is more variety in the dissonance usedhere than 
in most of the harmonizations shown from Este. Both four/ 
three and seven/six suspensions are used, passing tones 
filling in longer passages than found in the previous ex-
amples shown, both upper and lower. auxillaries, and a kind 
of cambiata, although not the much used four note figure of 
the sixteenth century. 
The hidden fifth on the word shall of the phrase "0 
Lord for them shall I be shent" sounds to be in error. 
Thomas Ravenscroft, B. Mus. was born c. 1590 and died 
c. 1633. His degree was awarded him from Cambridge in 1607 
and he was music-master at Christ's Hospital from 1618-1622. 
In addition to publishing his psalter, he was editor of 
Pammelia, the earliest printed collection of rounds, catches, 
lGrove, 3rd ed., III, 25-26. 
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and fragments of popular tunes in England. Deuteromelia, 
published in 1609 the same year as the Pammelia, was a col-
lection of Freeman's Songs and rounds, and here Three Blind 
Mice was printed, perhaps for the first time. A Brief Dis-
course on harmony was issued in 1614. He wrote several an-
thems but is probably best known for the Psalter. 1 
The harmonization of the Lamentation shows Ravens-
croft as an able musician, although not inspired. The use 
of chords without the third, especially noticeable at the 
end of the second phrase, is r eminiscent of the earlier 
modal music, and the feeling of modulation in the third 
phrase shows a sensitivity to the coming change to the 
major/minor system. 
The Hopkins psalter dated 1562 that was bound with the 
Sternhold and Hopkins of c. 1559 was interesting because the 
name of ·Thomas Sternhold did not appear on the title page, 
only that of "John Hopkins and others." The title page read 
The Residue of all Davids Psalms in metre, made by JohnHop-
kins and others, with apt notes to syng them withal. Fayth-
fully perused and alowed according to thordre appointed in 
the Quenes maiesties Iniunctios. Nowe fyrst Imprinted and 
sette forth in this fourme for such as haue alredy, that 
thei that be disposed maye joyne these wyth them: and so to 
haue the whole Psalmes . . • Imprinted at London by John 
l Grove, IV, 332. 
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Daye dwellyng ouer Aldersgate ••• 1562. The seventy-nine 
psalmes in this volume supplied those which were lacking in 
the Sternhold edition of the "first Parte," c. 1559. The 
only canticle was the Song of t he Three Children, and there 
was one freely composed hymn The Humble Sute of a Sinner. 
This was marked with a large M. In the Sternhold and Hop-
kins volume the same kind of M was the identification of 
Markant as aut hor of the hymn. The first line was "0 Lord 
of who I do depend," and the hymn was used, also, in the 
edition of 1563, 1599, 1604 (Este), 1616, 1619, 1621 
(Ravenscroft), 1623 and Playford, 1677. In addition Frost 
locates it in English Psalters of 1561, 1562, 1579 and 1591 
(Daman), c. 1599 (Barley), 1599 (Allison), Scottish 1594, 
1595, 1602, 1613, 1625 , 1634. The tune was used for psalms 
in various psalters. 1 
The tune as it was printed in the Hopkins psalter and 
in the Old Ver sion of 1619 follows. 
1Frost, op. cit., pp. 59-60 
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Example 20. The d umble Sute of a S inner 
"o Lord of whom I do dep end" 
C. ! .D. 
abcbdefe 
John Hopkins, The Residue of all Davids Psalms , 15 6~ , 
pp. 194-196. 
S.'l'.C. ;. 4 29a 
M· 
J r e 
0 Lorci 
o. 
t~ '1 1.0 i I G\"1d f~a.s we I 5, re.le5e. Me. 0~ M.'j 
A r r r r 0 I r r r r 
Se4ast '()1'1.1 Sorowe~ wha..-f 
0 
s ,.., " r- t-. 
L o r-__ 
r r r r r r r d r r r ~rib 
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Tnomas Sternh ol d and J o tln dopkins, The ·.awle Booke of 
~s alme 3 , l ol9. S .T.C. 2565 
0 r e e r r 0 I r Q d r r 
~ : d e ~ 
OLo...-c! of-LVhon, Ic!o dep.er,d, be.hol~ ''"1 Ccneh.....l ht>ar-t 
r F F F F ()lr Q F r r e 
4..,d w ~ f Y! of- Jk 1 ~ /1.1 a r t . 
~~ F r w e 0 1 
c;;j : 
~ 
~ou. se.J'~+- rn~ S or ,-OUJ~ Ul ~CA.-+ f~'i-lf a r e , i1'1 1 2 r' ef is /t'.,. 0 r..u.., f o Hta .. ·. g ~ ~ 8 
4,.., d 
r r f u I r D 
+l,e r -e. i .s no;, e +ku + (a 11 r -e Yl-i. ou e.. or to.H-e 
The 1:ium.ble Suite or a Sinner 
M. 
(1562 Edition) 
0 Lord, n whom I do depend, 
behol d my carefull he&rt: 
And when thy will a nd pleasure is, 
release me of my s mart. 
Thou seest my sorrows which they are, 
my grief is known t o thee: 
And there is none that can remoue, 
or take the srune from me. 
But onely thou whos e aid I craue 
whose mercy stil is prest, 
To ease all th ose that come to thee 
for succour and for rest. 
And sith thou seest my restlesse eyes, 
my teares and grieuous grone, 
Attend unt c my sute 0 Lord, 
marKe well my plaint and mona. 
For sinne hath s o i nclosed me, 
and compas t me ab out: 
That l am no~ remedilesse 
if mercy helpe n ot out. 
For mortall mau cannot release 
or mittigate thi s paine: 
f E r G II 
+k.e ~.~e ho"'« »1e.. . 
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But even thy Christ my Lord and God 
which for my sinne was slaine. 
Whose bloody wounds are yet to see, 
though not with mortall eye: 
Yet doe the Saints behold them all, 
and so I trust shall I. 
Though sinne doth hinder me awhile, 
when thou shalt see it good, 
I shall enjoy the sight of him, 
and see his wounds and blood. 
And as thy Angels and thy Saints 
doe now behold the same: 
So trust I to possesse that place, 
with them to praise thy name. 
But while I liue here in this vale, 
where sinners doe frequent: 
Assist me ever with thy grace, 
my sinnes still to lament. 
Lest that I tread in sinners trace, 
and give them my consent 
To dwell with them in wickednesse, 
whereto nature is bent. 
Only thy grace must be my stay, 
lest that I fall down flat: 
And being down then of my selfe 
cannot recouer that. 
Wherefore this is yet once againe, 
. my suite and my request 
To grant me pardon for my sinnes, 
that I in thee may rest. 
Then shall my heart, my tongue and voice, 
be instruments of prayse: 
And in thy Church and house of Saints, 
sing Psalms to thee alwayes. 
The resigned sadness of this little tune seems perfectly 
suited to the words. The gentle undulating curves are typi-
cal of modal music. The dorian mode is used, imperfect in 
range and with t he inverted seventh. The leaps at the begin-
ning of the first, second, and last phrase serve as unifying 
factors and the repeated no t e at the high point of the last 
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phrase inten.slf' i e s t h e climax. The earlies t ve rsion has the 
most beautiful a rrangement of phrases: two long ones of 
fourtee n s yllabl es , one of eight and one of s i x, then 
finishing with anot her o f fourt een . By 1 61 9 the regular 
rhythm , which re s ults from th e long not e at the b e ginning 
and end of each phrase of th e last part, take s away from 
the natural flo w of the melody. 
'l 'he tune wa s haruonized t wi ce in the 1563 edition. It 
was used before the p s alms and one h a rmonization wa s by 
T . Caustun, the othe r by W. Parsons. In both cas e s the 
me lody ~a s in the ten or . The o ther part s were not avail-
able. d armonizat ions fr om Este and havenscroft are shown . 
Example 21. 'l'he rlwnb1e Sute of the Sinner 
rlarmonizati on 
'l'homas .Es t e , 'l'he V.'ho1e Booke of P sa1mes, 1 604, pp . 4-5. 
{1st ed. 1592 ) dar rnonizat i on by J. Farmer. 
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Example 22 . The numble Sute of the Sinner 
narmonization 
Thomas Ra u:lnscroft, The Whole Book of Psalmes, 1621, 
pp. 4-5. Harmonization by rtobert 
Palmer. S .T.C. 2575 
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The harmonization in Este was by John Farmer who did 
the four part arrangement of the Lameutation of a Sinner al-
ready discussed. There are several interesting points here. 
The cadence at the e "1d of the f ourth measure uses what 
sounds like the first invc: rsion of a seventh chord on II as 
the third chord from the end. The seventh is in the altus 
and is prepared. The cadence is repeated at the end. The 
sixteenth century rule that a change of syllable sh ould no t 
occur after a note with less time value than a minim1 is 
violated several times, quite evidently by intention and not 
through lack of skill. The leap of a diminished ootave in 
the highest part just before the last measure is more 
l(rioseffe Zarlii!O, Insti tuzioni armoniche, Book Three, 
cited in Source headings in Musical History, ed. Oliver 
Strunk, New York, 1950, p. 260. 
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demanding of the singer than these tunes usually were, even 
though the skip does come between phrases, and the phrases 
are separated by a rest. 
Robert Parsons, the composer who contributed the 
harmonization of the Humble Sute of a Sinner for the Ravens-
croft collection, was a native of Exeter, a gentleman of the 
Chapel Royal, and composer of considerable church music. He 
di ed January 25, 1569/70. "His scientific skill and feeling 
for curious effects of harmony make him an important figure 
in English music."1 
The resemblance between the two harmonizations of this 
tune is quite apparent. Robert Palmer has taken some 
measures intact from the Farmer piece in Este. In other 
spots the altus of the Farmer becomes the cantus of the Pal-
mer. The diff erences are principally in word settings. 
The parts no longer are made to coincide so that all will 
sing the same word at the same time. This is especially 
true in the measure with the words ."my grief is known to 
thee." Here in the bass and altus, the composer has set a 
syllable to a quaver which is more advanced writing than the 
setting which he was copying . There were no marks in the 
altus to show how the syllables were grouped. If the first 
syllable of "depend" were started on the quaver D and used 
for three notes, the setting would conform to the rhythmic 
lGrove, Jrd ed., IV, 65. 
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practice of the sixteenth century. The chromaticism in the 
first measure i s very dar.ing for this time. 
The six hymns and tunes just discussed were the first 
freely composed hymns in English for use in the church 
service. They appeared in print between 1559-1562 and con-
tinued in use for more than a hundred years. 1 The firstone 
"0 Lord, turn not away thy face" has survived to the present 
day although, unfortunately, not with its original tune. 
The first time ".Amen" found printed after an English 
hymn was in the c. 1559 Sternhold and Hopkins psalter. 
The small numb er of hymns compared with the profusion 
of metered psalms published during the same period might be 
explained by the opposition to their use by the Calvinist 
element still worshipping within the Anglic an church. The 
!Further proof that these hymns and tunes were known 
and used is found in an Oxford University Press publication 
of Seven Hymn-Tunes by John Dowland, edited by Edmund H. Fel-
lowes and taken from "contemporary Ms. at Welbeck Abbey by 
kind permission of Duke of Portland." Mr. Fellowes says that 
the seven tunes were composed for the funeral of Henry Noel, 
an Elizabethan Courtier, and that the four part-books are in 
the original black covers. The first one uses the melody of 
"0 Lord, turn not away thy face," E:x:. 5 in t.his paper. The 
traditional melodies of "0 Lord, of whom I do depend," Ex.20, 
and "Where righteousness doth say," Ex. 10, appear as the 
fourth and fifth hymn-tunes of the Dowland pieces, and the 
original words of all three hymns are used either with the 
music or, when more modern texts are supplied, shown at the 
end of the music. 
Dowland has placed the tune in the highest part and pro-
vided a four part harmonization, but Mr. Fellowes' inference 
that John Dowland was the composer of the tunes is incorrect 
as these tunes had appeared in print c. 1559. Dowland's 
dates are 1563-1626. 
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continued presence of these hymns in the psalters shows that 
the opposition was not successful in eliminating them. Hymns 
had been a part of the Offices before the break with Rome, 
but the people were not permitted to participate in singing 
them. After the Reformation the congregation was expected 
to sing, and in the Anglican church there was no reason to 
exclude hymns from the singing. 
The absence of translations of the Latin hymns is 
noticed in the early psalters. The Latin hymns which had 
been an integral part of the Offices were found in sixtee~th 
century Primers, but translations of them were omitted when 
the Offices were incorporated in the Book of Common Prayer. 
The letter from Archbishop Cranmer (1489-1556), to Henry VIII 
included an English translation of Salve festa dies "to show 
how English would do in song" and suggested that other Latin 
hymns be translated in similar fashion. 1 The suggestion was 
not acted on and Veni Creator Spiritus was the only Latin 
hymn in English translation included in the first Prayer 
Book of 1548. 
As lyric verse the first English hymns make no claim 
to particular literary distinction but they do express in 
simple easily understood verses man's need f or repentance 
and his faith in the forgiveness for sin. With the one ex-
ception of the verse warning against papistry in the Prayer 
1strunk, op. cit., pp. 350-351. 
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unto the Holy Ghost, the hymns are free from expressions of 
the religious dissension of the times. They show no politi-
cal bias nor refer to any contemporary events. In this re- . 
spect they were written for all ages. TheY are not highly 
emotional nor overwhelmingly melancholic. Christ's love is 
cause for joyousness and the psalms did not provide oppor-
tunity to tell of this love in song. In a subdued way the 
joy was expressed in the hymns. 
The tunes that were written expressly for the hymns 
have more musical value than those which were borrowed from 
the collection of psalrn tunes. The first editions of them, 
before the necessity for bar lines was felt, have a free 
flowing rhythm with a sensitive feeling for stressed sylla-
bles of the text. It is interesting that some of the out-
standing madrigal composers were called upon to harmonize 
the tunes. The best results were achieved by those com-
posers who were most skillful in contrapuntal writing, even 
though the harmonizations were chordal. The most successful 
realizations of the four part writing were those in which 
the modal tune was joined with modal harmony. In those 
cases, the harmony seems more a result of what the parts are 
doing rather than being an end in itself. However, the un-
harmonized tunes, especially those found in the earliest 
psalter, have a distinctive beauty which sets them apart 
from both their harmonized versions and from the psalm tunes 
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which were patterned more closely after the tunes of the 
Huguenot psalter. They are not as square aut and the 
feeling for the melodic curve gives a sense of flexibility. 
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CH.APTER V 
PSA.IJJl TUNES OF THOM.AS T.ALLIS 
Nine outstanding tunes were written for the Psalter of 
Archbishop Parker and printed, according to the Stationers 
Company license granted to John Daye, in 1567 or 1568.1 The 
tunes were by Tallis and even though there were no freely 
composed hymns included in the psalter, the tunes are pre-
sented here because of their musical value and because they 
have been used with hymns sinc·e that time. 
Matthew Parker {1504-1575}, was the second protestant 
Archbishop of Canterbury and was consecrated when Elizabeth 
became queen. He had come under the influence of the re-
formers at Cambridge and his religious beliefs were far 
enough advanced for him to be made chaplain to Anne Boleyn 
and later to Henry VIII. The reactionary party threatened 
him with prosecution but he continued to favor protestantism 
under both Somerset and Northumberland. While Mary reigned 
he was deprived of his high rank in the church and spent the 
years in retirement. On August 1, 1559 he was elected arch-
bishop but was not consecrated UQtil December. The last 
years of his life were spent trying to check the rise of 
ed., 
lH. E.Wooldridge, "Psalter", Grove's Dictionary, 3rd 
IV, 271. 
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Puritanism as he feared the changes which this group of re-
formers were demanding. 1 He is remembered for his histori-
cal research, literary and liturgical skill. 
His metrical psalms, probably written during his forced 
retirement by the Roman Church, were printed in The Whole 
Psalter translated into English Metre, which contayneth an 
hundred and fifty psalmes. Imprinted at London by JohnDaye, 
dwelling over Aldersgate beneath S. Martyns. Cum gratia et 
privilegio Regiae maiestatis, per decennium. No date was 
given Dn the title page and it is believed that the book 
was never published, although at least eight copies are ex-
tant. The copy at Harvard University was examined for this 
study and contained a colophon: Imprinted at London by 
John Day, dwelling over Aldersgate beneath S. Martins. 1557. 
Cum privilegio Regiae Maiestatis per Decennium. This date 
is difficult to explain as Mary was queen at thattime and 
Parker was in retirement because of his religious beliefs. 
'In the Huntington copy, (formerly the Huth), there is 
no printed date but the d~te 1577 has been supplied in Roman 
numerals in an old hand. 
All the literature about the publication places it c. 1567. 
It has been suggested that the reason the work was never 
published could have been the author's reversal of opinion 
lEncyclopedia Britannica, 1956, XVII, 307-308. 
2Letter, Sept. 11, 1956, Robert o. Schad, Curator of 
Rare Books, H. E. Huntington Library. 
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about the suitability of using psalms in meter.l 
At the time the verses were written there was no doubt 
about his opinion on this. The psalms were preceded by a 
seventy-four verse composition called ''Of the vertue of 
Psalmes in verse." This was followed by lengthy quotations 
from Athanas ius, Basilius, Chrisostomus, Augustinus, 
Eusebius, Basilius, S . Ambrose and Bernade; all in defense 
and praise of psalms. The psalms .referred to here were not 
metrical versions, but the quotations seem to have been 
used to establish the fitness of any kind of congregational 
singing, and hymns were mentioned in nearly all of the 
passages Parker selected. He cited Eusebius "hist. ec-
clesiatica" li 2, cap 16, 17, A.D. 50: 
Philo an Hebrewe borne, who as reporte goeth, came to 
Rome in Emperor Claudius daies, and saw Peter the 
Apostle • • • among other things that he wrote of the 
christian sect, sayth thus, The christian people have 
in all places of their assemblies, houses dedicated 
wholye to ·prayer into which they resorte aparte by 
themselfe, and there use to have their mysteries 
ministred in most honest and chast life, wherin _ they 
bring nothing that serve for eating and drinking • • • 
but onely the bookes of God's lawe and of the Prophetes 
and hymnes made to God and such like things. 
Also Eusebius "hist ecll" li 3, cap 33, A.D. 94: 
Linius the second under Triane saw christians slain be-
cause they used to sing before day to one Christ, as to 
a God their morning hymnes. 
The final passage given in this part of the book was a brief 
and obscure verse from Henrie Haward, Earle of Surrie in his 
l wooldridge, op. cit., p. 271. 
1]0: 
Eeolesiastices and obviously Parker intended it to apply to 
the singing of metered psalmes which were new in the six-
teenth century. 
All such as enterprise 
To put newe things in vse: 
Of them that scorne shall their deuise 
I~y well themselves assure. 
The meter used by Parker was frequently 8.6.8.6. with 
the line of 8 divided into 4:4. This was used in the pre-
face as well as in the psalms and a part of the preface is 
given here. 
Of thee good friend, thus much I crave 
Those few requests I say: 
No browes to bende: but first withsave 
To judge by like assay. 
And if ye spie: as much ye may, 
Where strayd amiss I have: 
To mend where I: went out of way, 
With art more sad and grave. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
But read it round: and hacke it not 
as jumblyng short with long: 
Express them sound: and rack them not, 
as learners vse among. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
But princepall thing: your lute to tune 
that hart may sing in corde: 
Your voyce and string: so fine to prune 
to love and serve the Lorde. 
Nine tunes were given at the end of the book with the 
name Talys at the end of each. Talys was preceded by a sign 
cr which :E'rost has interpreted as "g." This was the 
Thomas Tallis (o. 1505-1585), well known to musicians to-day 
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as a composer and organist , and represented in Tudor Church 
1 Music in Vol. vi. Eight of the nine tunes were intended 
to be used with psalms; the ninth, with Veni Creator. The 
method of fitting verses to the proper tune was by means of 
an accent grave, acute, or circumflex found at the beginning 
of each psalm tune. At the beginning of each psalm was 
placed an accent which corresponded to that of the correct 
tune. The "nature of the eyght tunes" was described in 
verse. 
~The first is meeke: devout to see 
"The second sad: in maiesty 
"The third doth rage: and roughly brayth 
~The fourth doth fawne: and flatry playth 
~The fift deligth: and laugheth the more 
~The sixt bewayleth: it weepeth full sore 
~The seventh tredeth stoute: in froward raee 
~The eyghte goeth milde: in modest pace. 
The four parts of the tunes were written separately 
but could be seen simultaneously and the instructions were 
given: 
The Tenor of these partes be for the people when they 
will syng alone, the other partes, put for greater 
queers, or to suche as will syng or play them priuatelye. 
This establishes the fact that they were intended for congre-
gational use. 
Example 23. Tallis Psalm Tunes 
Archbishop Parker, The Whole Psalter, c. 1567. S.T.c. 2729 
The tunes are reproduced as printed and what are believed to 
be printer's errors are given at the end of each tune. 
lThe psalm tunes are not included there. 
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The sixth bass note should be a semibreve. 
The second tune, 
C • .ui .D. 
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The second D in the contratenor should be a minim. 
'£he third tune, 
C • .M .D. 
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The si~n X is used for both sharp and natural in the 
printing o f tnis period. In most c a s es there is no question 
about which is intended . This tune presents some problems, 
howe ver, and this copy follows the interpreta tion o f E' rost 
wh o cites Dr. ~ . C. Colle s a s authority for the choice of 
s i gn used.l 
1 . No d oubt .•. the printer had no )( on a space. 
That acco unts for most of the oddities. 
2. The only key-sign ature in whatever part is ~ 
to B, i.e., B natural. That is consistent through the 
ba ss part a nd occurs occasio nally in all other parts. 
). The sha r p a t the b egi11n ing of lin e ;_ of the meane 
[Tio te 15, a s s hown her~ is what it s a ys, an i ndication 
of G sharp a t t hat po i nt, an ac c i d e n tal . 
4. That shows ... it i s wro n,; to insert a natural 
there .•.. 'l 'h e who le passage of harmony centres aro und 
an E ma j or c ho r d , a nd th is ~:~.ccid eutal s n ows it. Wh en 
t h e key changes (at the beg inning of the next line of 
the meane) B natura l is put in to mark the feet, since 
B natural is leading tone t o C. 
l :F rost , op . cit., p. 37 5. 
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The sharp in f ront of t. n e E, third note frorc the end 
in the meane should no doubt be in front of t he f ~... llo ... i ng 
note. A rest is omitted befor e the fi rst bas~ note. 
minim rest should be used in the tenor at the end of measure 
three. 
The fourth tune~ 
L.M.D. 
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a fter th e f ourtn ~ as s no te there was a do t but n o crotchet. 
Co1upar i s on with the re petition of tnat phrase shows a D 
sh o ulo probably be inserted. 
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The fyfth tune/ 
S. ·1. D. 
The first note of the meane should be C. Comparison iith 
the repetition of the phrase shows this. 
The sixth note of the contratenor lacks a dot. 
The third rest in the tenor should be twice as long. 
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The eyghte tune ~ 
L.M.D. 
1 23 
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neg i nning witn the seventeenth bass no t e various corrections 
have been s g~ested. Frost c i tes the Yattendon rlymn Book 
wnich g ives G, F , F, G, G, G for the follow i ng six notes.l 
'I'h i s elimina t es the 1mit £.. tion of the canon in the bass p3.rt 
and does not s eem to be necessary. 'l'he )( before the F 
should be interp r eted as a natural, and th e bass will then 
be like it s repetition, the i~itation remaining intact. 
The ninth note fr om the end in the tenor sh uld be G. 
Veni Creator 
c. ~ . 
lFrost, op. cit., p. 375. 
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The tunes achieve their excellence througn their sim-
plicity, the religious feeling which arises from the use or 
the modes, and the technical skill of the writing. Their ef-
fectiveness for congregational singing is apparent. The 
tunes cannot be compared in numbers with the chorale harmo-
nizations of Bach, but they represent the height of four 
part chordal writing in the system or the eccesiastical modes, 
juat as the Bach chorales represent the height of four part 
harmonizations in the later major/minor tonality. 
The following table gives an analys is of the music and 
shows the characteristics of modal writing by a highly s~~ 
composer. Intervals are indicated in the usual way. ~ 5th 
means perfect fifth, etc. Numbers within the table refer to 
the number of times something is done. For example, tenor 
moves a second 28 times in the first tune. 
1~6 
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Tallis Tunes 
lst 2nd 2rd !fth ,2th 6th Zth 8th 2th 
Mode I II III IV v VI VII Vl.II XI 
Meter CMD CNID CMD LMD SlVID CMD o5o5D LIVID CM 
Tenor moves by 
26 2nd 28 2!± 2g 2~ 22 2Z 22 1~ 3rd m 2 2 2 1 ~ 2 2 0 
3rd M 2 1 2. ~ 2 8 2 :2 2. 
4th ~ 2 2 
,..., ~ 2 2 2 1 "'-
5th 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 
rep. 11 12 12 2t> 2 12 2 12 z 
Bass moves by 
2nd up 2 2 2 6 8 8 6 22 0 2nd down 5 11 b ~ 2 1. 10 b ~ 3rd up 2 0 2 ~ 2 0 4 0 
3rd down 2 3 2 ~ 5 3 0 4 2 4th up 1!± 12 b 12 11 10 10 i 
5th down 
4th down z 9 8 8 6 12 6 2 6 
5th up 
*2~-1 *22-1 *12-1 rep. *18-1 12 !± *12-6 *12-5 7 
Extent of 
Meane d8ve 
Contra m t 
Tenor P8ve 
Bass P8ve 
Largest leap 
Up. voice ~th 2th 2th 2th 2th 2th 2th 2th . ,2th Bass ve ,2th ,2th 8ve 2th 2th Bve -2th 2th 
Highest note , 
c'.t c" d'' b' c'/ . rfl Meane c'' b2 2 c# 
Lowest note 
Bass F F E F F F G G F 
Beginning J d od ,Jd dd dd oJ I d d dd dd Rhythm 
**Melody 2rd re.J2. ~rd u·._ re.12. ~rd u •. ,2r<T d.- 2th u. re.Q· ,2rd u. 
Chords 
root pas. 21 22 !±8 22 JB !±2 ~8 !±2 26 ~ 10 !± 2 2 12 ~ 8 lb 10 2 
***final n,2 n,2 M,2a M,2a M,2 n,2 1Q M,2 n,2 
Dissonance 
sus. 6 2 2 1 2 2 !± 2 2 
p.t. !± ~ z z z !± 2 2 0 
cam. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1. aux. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
* Second figure indicates octave leap. 
** u.= up, rep. =repetition, d.= down. 
*** n3 = no third, M3a = third altered to make it major. 
It is interesting to notice that the eight original 
ecclesiastical modes are used in succession and that the 
character of the tune is partly derived from the nature of 
the scale. 
Common meter double, so popular during this period, 
predominates because of its selection for the psalm versions, 
but the rhythmic patterns used are more varied than in most 
of the tunes found in the Sternhold and Hopkins Psalters. 
The easy flow of the melody which is placed in the 
tenor in the psalm tunes, in the meane for the ninth tune 
(Veni Creator), results from the stepwise movement andre-
peated notes. The leap of a fifth is used only eight times 
in six tunes and does not appear at all in two of them. 
Two leaps in the same direction are never used. Although 
stepwise progressions predominate, the tunes never begin 
with a second. Six times they start with an ascending 
third or repetition; the other two tunes use a descending 
third and a fifth up. In six of the tunes the highest note 
is reached only once and in the other two, twice; thus a 
point of interest is achieved in the curve of the entire 
melody. Single phrases never extend over an octave and the 
third tune, that "doth rage," is the only one in which the 
entire tenor me l ody reaches out beyond the octave to a major 
ninth. The suspension is used only twice in the tenor; 
once in the fifth tune, once in the seventh. Five passing 
tones are placed in the tenor and at only these five spots 
12S 
is the part non-syllabic, two notes being used for one 
syllable. The grouping of the notes is very carefully indi-
cated in every case where a single syllable is sung to two 
notes. It is arranged so that the change of syllable will 
occur after a note which is not of shorter time value than 
a minim. This was accepted sixteenth century practice, 1 
and d i f f ers from l ater setting of syllables. 
The harmonizations are skillfully done. All of t he 
parts surrounding the tenor are interesting, and the meane 
could serve melodi cally on an e qual status with the tenor. 
Chords Gn the I, IV, and V predominate, although the three 
are not used in succession enough to give the impression of 
major/minor tonality and the progres s ion V, IV is never 
used. I n the bass the favored interval is an ascending 
fourth or its counterpart, the descending fifth. About half 
the time the leap of a fourth up or down is followed by a 
fourth in the opposite direction. Root position .- chords 
outnumber the ~ chords. It should be observed that the 
lowest bass note E is reached only once in the entire set 
and is in the t h ird tune, which "doth rage and roughly 
brayth." 
The cadences are nearly all t ypical of Renaissance 
music. To facilit ate compa r ison with the most frequently 
1Gioseffe Zarlino, I nstituzioni armoniche, Book Three 
cited in Source Readings in Musical History, ed. Oliver 
Strunk , New York , 1950, p. 260, No. 4. 
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used fifteenth and sixteenth century cadences, characteri~c ; 
cadences have been taken from Music in the Renaissance by 
Gustave Reese and are found in Appendix I. 
In the fir s t tune the first phrase cadences at the end 
of measure three on A, a note which is favored in this mode 
for a point of rest. The cadence is like example e in Ap-
pendix I. At the end of measure six, the close is like ex-
ample d in four part harmony. 'rhe C at the end of measure 
nine is not commonly used for a cadence in the Dorian mode 
but is found here with the older form of closing whichmoved 
from ~ to ~-
The three intermediary cadences in the second tune are 
all like example e. The final is like example d with the 
tenor acting as the bass when it moves below the written 
bass part. 
The major third in seven of the eight cadences of the 
next t wo tunes (Phrygian) is not common practice for the 
period. The effect of IV . to I used in these tunes is ex-
pected in the Phrygian mode rather than V to I, because the 
fifth note of the mode is B and avoided as much as possible. 
The tenor and bass do not cadence on the same note which is 
also exceptional in this type of four part chordal music. 
The third cadence of the third tune is like example 1 and is 
the only "typical" cadence of the two tunes. 
T~e Lydian tunes make use of the cadences for that 
mode in five places; the sec ond close in the fifth tune and 
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the first, second, and final in the sixth tune. The other 
phrases all terminate on a chord which includes the major 
third, foreshadowing, a s the Phrygian tune s do, the major 
tonality of the next century. 
In the seventh tune the first two closes are the old 
style 6 to 8 cadence and the last t wo a r e like example c 3 5 
with a variation which includes the third. 
Every phrase of the eightn tune cadences on G and 
none very clos ely duplicate the examples from Reese. One 
is a 6 to 8. one gives the effect of VII to I and two are 3 5' 
like example c with an alteration in voice leading brought 
about by the canon between tenor and meane. 
The suspension and its r esolution always sound over 
the same bass note and it is found mos t often in the cadence 
as the final of the scale delays the third of the chord built 
on V. There is little use of other dissonance except the 
passing tone. 
Unity is achieved in various ways, e.g. by imita tion 
in the second tune, by repetition in the fourth tune, and 
by the isorhythmic principle in the sixth tune. 
The eighth tune uses a canon between tenor and meane 
and it is this tune that has been used most fre quently in 
other publications since the time when Tallis wrote it. It 
was in Ravenscroft, 1621, no longer in long meter double but 
with the canon st i ll beginning in the tenor. It was associ-
ated with A Psalme before Morning P rayer. 
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Example 24. T. Tallis Cannon 2, parts in one 
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Paalm before Morning Prayer 
"Praise the Lord 0 ye Gentles" 
Thomas Rauenscroft, The Whole Book of Psalmes, 1621, p. 260. 
S.T.C. 2575 
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:r'rost lists tour collections of the eighteenth century 
which include it under various names for the tune and com-
poser. The tune is often altered to become almost unrecog-
nizable. Such volumes were A Collection ot Psalm-Tunes, 3rd 
edition by John and James Green, 1715; Foundery Collection, 
1742, by J ohn Wesley; Divine Musical ~isoellany, 1754, by 
George Whitefield; Psalms 1790, by 1V1iller •1 
In the nineteenth century it appeared in Godding's 
Parochial Psa~odist, 1834. 2 
Example 25. The eighth tune of Tallis as it appeared in 
Godding, Parochial Psalmodist, 1834. 
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1 Frost, op. cit., p. 392. 
2Tallis Canon cited by James T. Lightw -od, dymn Tunes 
and Their Story, London, 1905, p. 50. 
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:iere the can n d i sappears. The tune is in the soprano 
a nd th e unima ui native us e of d iss onance, in additi on to the 
pedestrian rhythmic pattern, almost c ompletely disgui s es the 
beauty of the orig inal tune. 
By 1877 and the publishing of the Hymnal Compan ion to 
the Book of l]o tu.mon l?rayer wi tn Accompanying ·runes, the Tallis 
tune i · back in canon·form, the soprano leading , e.nd as 
No. 15 is couple d with Bishop Ken's Evening dymn, "All praise 
to thee, !i..Y God, this night." It al s o is No . 78 in The 
English dymnal of l90b, of v.hich Vaughan 'Nillia.ms wa ::; mus i cal 
editor. There Bis hop Ken's hymn beg ina "Glory to thee, my 
God, this ni ght," and an alternate vera ion of the tune is 
given, taken f rom Ravenscroft lo2l, where the canon begins 
in the tenor. 
It i .s found in nearly all mo dern hymn books v.i th the 
Evening rlynn, the tune l n the abbreviated form, the soprano 
leading the canon, and the fir s t four notes of the tenor 
BUiJ pl ying the four Y¥ll i ch would oompl : te the canon at the end. 
The harmonization i s g enerall;.,- ch une:;ed to eliminate the 
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modal flavor o f t.h e ori e:, inal ' hich res ul t.ed f r t h e wh L·le 
step bet~een t h 8 final a na Lhe n o te bel a~ i t~ The thi r d 
n ote o f the hypomixolydian moae bec ume~ the le adine t one of 
the major s cale us ed for the mode rn ada p t ation , a nu t a u s 
preclud es much of the doubling of the orig inal. The ~ Iymnal 
of the ? rotestant Episcopal Church in the United ~ tates, 
1940, presents the tune this way, a ~ o . 1 65 . 
Example 26. Tallis' Canon 
1 • . u. 
"hll praise to thee, my God, this night" 
The Hymnal o f the P rotestant E;isc opal Churcn in the United 
S tates of America, 1940, .rJu . 1 5. 
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The ot2 er tunes have bee11 used in v a rious ways. The 
firs t one i s nl:l.med First d ode Melody and published in the 
1906 English rlymnal with the wo rd s "Lord, teach us how to 
pray " by James 1~1ontgomery, t h e nineteenth century hymn 
writer. in th e t •entieth c e ntury, rlarold Darke based a 
chorale pr · lude for organ on it. 
The S econa ~oae Melody is g iven in t o forms as o. 3 
in the English Hymnal, 1906. The first trans f ers the melody 
to the soprano and the harmonization is in the key of E 
minor. The second version keeps the melody in the tenor and 
is like the orig inal except the pitch i s a whole step higher. 
The in -;_ eresting ins 1.. ructi ons are giveu that the choir alone 
should use this sec o nd version for one u r more verses; it 
snould be s ung without organ a nd only attempted by "good 
c no irs ." The wor ds we r e a tran::. l ation of a n ei ghth century 
1 36 
hymn "Behold the Bridegroom cometh." 
The English Hymnal, 1906, uses the third tune with 
simplified rhythm and modern harmonization as No. 92. 
Addison's hymn "When rising from the bed of death" is sung 
with it, and again the original version is given for choirs 
only. No. 424 (second tune) in the Hymnal 1940 is the third 
tune of Tallis used as a setting for words written by 
Horatius Bonar in 1846, "I heard the voice of Jesus say." 
Again the music loses some of its distinctive quality by ex~ 
changing the tenor and soprano parts. The doubling and the . 
more consistent use of the major third in theE chordlessens 
the modal feeling. 
The third tune was also the basis for .the Fantasia on 
a Theme by Tallis for strings written by Ralph Vaughan Wil-
liams and first performed in 1909. 
The fourth tune is harmonized with seventh chords and 
nineteenth century cadences in the Key of D and set with 
Addison's "The spacious firmament" as No. 496 in the 1877 
Hymnal Companion. It is given the title of Tallis' xcv 
Psalm and the altered harmony is by E. H. Turpin. 
The seventh tune is No. 496 in the 1906 English Htmnal. 
The time signature changes in each line from ~ to' ~. The 
hymn is .,There is a blessed home" by Baker (1821-1877). 
The tune for the Veni Creator has become quite well 
known to-day and is called either Tallis or Tallis' urdinal. 
In the Hymnal 1940 it is found as No. 298 (first tune) and 
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No. 382. There are three changes in the harmonization. In 
the original the third was omitted from the first and last 
chords of the second phrase. This version uses the third at 
those points. A chord on VI was substituted for I, the 
sixth chord from the end. Because this tune was in the 
Ionian mode and had the melody in the highest voice in the 
original, it has lost less than the others in its modern 
dress. It has been associated with "God moves in a mysteri-
ous way," Cowper; "0 holy spirit," Coffin, translated by 
J. Chandler; "The great Creator of the worlds," translation 
by F. Bland Tucker, 1939, from Epistle to Diognetus c. 150; 
and "O where are kings and empires now," Arthur C. Coxe, 
1839. 
The Tallis tunes were evidently not well known at the 
time they were written and only a few of them are sung to-
day, but they represent the unadorned chordal hymn tune at 
its best. They move with sure direction, are always digni-
fied, express sincere feeling without sentimentality, and 
rest secure in the strength of their simplicity. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE FIRST ENGLISH HYMN BOOKS 
The first publication which was made up entirely of 
hymns in English, without any metrical versions of the 
psalms, and which included the word hymns in the title was 
The Hymnes and Songs of the Church published by George 
Wither in 1623. This had been preceded by three small 
volumes of religious songs by William Hunnis. The titles of 
the books did not indicate that the songs were hymns, butthe 
compositions, all by Hunnis, conform to the definition of a 
hymn given at the beginning of this paper. 
William :a:unnis {d. June 6, 1597 ), was a strong supporter 
of the Protestant movement. Because of his too active par-
ticipation in it, he was dismissed by Q,ueen Mary from the 
Chapel Royal. He had become a gentleman of the Chapel un-
der Edward VI and was restored to the position when Eliza-
beth became the sovereign. He held numerous other positions 
under Elizabeth. In 1562 he was keeper of the gardens and 
orchards at Greenwich, and master of the children of the 
Chapel Royal in 1556.1 Be wrote the music as well as the 
texts for many of his vocal compositions, and is probably 
better known for the odd and fanciful titles of his books 
1Grove, 3rd ed., II, 684. 
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thau fol' the cont ent s of tllem. 'l'he Seuen Sobs of a Sorrow-
ful Soull for Sinne were metri cal versions o r the s even peni-
tential psalms. The books which contained the hymns were A 
Handful of' Honisuckles, 'rhe Poore ~'Hdowes 1o.i te, and Com-
fortable Dialogs betwee11 Christ and a Sinner, all "nev..ly 
published" in 1597. There are t •. eu ty-::.even 1ymns i n the 
first, seven in the second, and four in the las t . Those in 
th e last boo k are f ound in the sections called An HWillble 
::> ute of e. Hepentant .S inner for "ercie and A Lament ati on 
Touch ing the Follies e.uu Vanities of our Youth . ill of the 
hymns ere listed in the index of first l ines of hymns at -
tached to tnis pap er, and the tune s used with t he.1r: a r E: ' hc ~n 
11 ere • 
..Sxam~ le Z7. "() Jevu meeke, o Jevu sweet" 
c . h~ . 
abcb 
Williarr. :{unnis , A :-rand full of donisuc kles, 1597, p. 1. 
a::!:: e P• il9~ .. r +-
" i 
r e r r ·r 0 r 0 •o 
0 l"e.~ t1 meq.ke., & .T.a5 v .swee+ e ..Te.sv- SQ.U.ior 
.,., i ne"' 
rrr_g_r_.~ 0 0 r r 0 Ol•t• r tlJc~= r=~. ~ 
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txarnple C. o . 'he First u.edi tat ion 
".J 1 h e lp le s retch! wn a t shall l d o?" 
C .M. 
abcb 
•. illiam riunnis, The ?oor e 1\' id owes .i te, 1597, pp . :31-32. 
Q E 
.r r r r r 
Ah he.lf»les -.urete h! wha.+ .shA-ll I doo? or which wca. ~ 
r a r •e- r r r tr r r r 
$ho.ll I ronr'\e.? ~a eQ.rth be.\Ur~i.s, ~nd he.&.c.e., reco"".S +he 
19'" r r r r 'l~= 
l'i~ 0 r r r· r r 
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.sha.ll l"n'j .sou.le. re.ioi.se., re.ioise .. Clnd ~+ill ~or ft"Kt'C.ie 
. r r·rr r f r F r r r tt & o 1:1): 
Tne refrain oe t:S innin .:.... "So shall ruy soule" was used v.i th 
all of c.he ... edi tat ions i n t h is volw .e. 
Exan;.ple ~9. An _-twnble Su te 
"Giue eare, o Lord, t o heare" 
S .r.;. D. 
abc b 
~·.illiam Hunnis, Comfortt.ble Di a logs Lletwe e 1 Chri s t ana a 
S inner, 1597, pp. ol-o2. 
a o. 
i-ke. S04.1.le., +&.4-i" pu.t5. It u +ru~ t i tt +hee: 
" . 
t ., r 0 r i'a r r 0 r 1 
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Example 
other to the same e f fect " )0. An G d the wretched state 
"Behold, o 0 ' c .• .. D. 
a.bcb 
·fi illiem iunnis' 63 64 S i nner, 1)97, PP• - · 
0 ~ r r Q 
Example )1. Another to tne same purpose 
"My soule o Go o , doth now confesse" 
o .8.8.tL . B . 
·~illiam d.wmis, Gomfortable Dialogs between Christ and a 
sinner, 1597, pp. o5-u6. 
t-a-r r· r 
M!f .sou.&e. Q GretlJ do+h now c:..on.f•.s.se., a. wic.k~ liFe. 
:§; .. e r· rt Jl. rt ~ Jl. t 
~~ ,. r.s +o 1pct).lt~ 
1;9' t .. f 0 r o 'r r :Q: 
r 
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1 3 A • ame ntat i on touching the follies Examp e ~ . .... _ 
• • • of our youth 
"Alacke when I looke backe" 
S . 11 • D. e.nd C • M. 
abcbdefeghih 
illiem i unni s , Comfortable ~ialogs between Christ and a 
~ inner, 1597, pp. 67-68. 
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These little tunes by Hunnis are of no great importance 
musically. They are, of c ourse, modal. Examples 27, 28, 29, 
and 32 use the do r ian mode transposed. Example 30 is i n the 
ionian mode transposed, and Example 31 uses mixolydian. Ex-
ample 32 is the most interesting of the group. The rest 
after the word "alacke" sets that ejaculation apart from the 
remainder of the text. The leap of the minor sixth at the 
words "if euer" is the only sixth found in the tune for any 
hymn until 1677, and the publication of John Playford's 
Whole Book of Psalms. The range of this tune is wider than 
the others, and a climax is reached just bef ore the end on 
the words "Good Lord." 
The lengthy ti t le of the first hymn book by George 
Wither was The Hymnes and Songs of the Church, Divided into 
Two Parts. The First Part Comprehends the Canonicall Hymnes, 
and such parcels of Holy Scripture, as may properly be sung, 
with some other ancient Songs and Creeds. The second Part 
consists of Spirituall Songs, appropriated to the seueral 
Times and Occasions, obserueable in the Church of England. 
Translated and composed by G. W., London, Printed by the 
Assignes of George Wither, 1623. Cum privilegio Regis 
Regali. 
As the title states these were not all freely composed 
hymns but the second part presents forty-six hymns written 
by Wither, who hoped that they "would become a means both of 
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encreasing Knowledge, and Christian Conformite within your 
l]:ing Jamei} Dominion." 
An account of George Wither's life is given in 
Dr. Julian's Dictionary. 1 He spelled his name Wither or 
Wyther, usually the first way, but never Withers. He was 
born June 11, 158$, at Bentworth, near Alton, Hampshire. 
His early education was at the Grammar School of Colemore 
and then there were three years at Magdalen College, Oxford, 
before friends of his father convinced the man that his son 
needed no more educati on. Wither found that work on his 
father's estate was "utterly uncongenial" and the next that 
is known of him, he was at one of the Inns of Chancery arrd 
a close friend of the poet William Browne. 
In 1613 he publ i shed Abuses Stript and Whipt and as a 
result of its bold cri ticism, the nobles and King James I 
retaliated by having him i mprisoned. He continued to write 
from the Marshalsea .and finally obtained his release through 
the clever dedication of A Satyre to the King to King James 
in 1615. 
Writing was the main interest of the rest of his life. 
Both prose and poetry were constantly issued and reached a 
total of more than a hundred books and pamphlets. He was an 
active member of his society, too, serving as a captain of 
the horse with Charles I in the war against the Covenanters 
lJulian, op. cit., pp. 1289-1290. 
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in Scotland in 1639, and was quarter-master of his regiment 
under the Earl of Arundel. He served as major for the army 
of Parliament 1641-1642; was taken prisoner by the Royalists; 
finally released and made a Justice of the Peace by the Long 
Parliament for Hampshire, Surrey and Essex. Cromwell ap-
pointed him Major-General of all the horse and foot in the 
county of Surrey, but with the Restoration he was back in 
prison, this time at Newgate, because of his publication of 
Vox Vulgi, a plea for popular rights and liberties. He was 
released but was soon in trouble again, because of his 
Prisoner's Plea humbly offered, 1661. For this he was sent 
to the Tower but was at liberty when he died May 2, 1667. 
Wither's collaborator in the 1623 publication of hymns 
was Orlando Gibbons, born in 1 583, probably at Cambridge, 
and died June 5, 1625. He was entered ia the choir of 
King's College, Cambridge, in 1596. He matriculated inl598 
as 'a sizar from King's'; received the appointment of 
organist of the Chapel Royal in 1604; the degree of B. Mus. 
from Cambridge in 1606; and was one of the King's private 
'musicians for the virginalles' after 1619. His appoint-
ment as organist of Westminster Abbey came in 1623, the 
same year that the hymn book written with Wither was 
published. Two years later he went with other members of 
the Chapel Royal with the new King, Charles I, to Canterbury 
to await Henrietta Maria of France, married by proxy to 
Charles, in Paris. Before the Queen arrived Gibbons had 
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died of apoplexy. 1 
volume IV of Tudor Church Music is devoted to the com-
positions of Orlando Gibbons. The hymns from the Wither 
hymn book are given on pages 317-324. His full anthems and 
verse anthems show him to be a composer of skill and imagi-
nation. He wrote exclusively for the English rites and set 
nothing for the Latin service as so many of the other Tudor 
composers did. Also, he wrote secular vocal music, chamber 
music, and keyboard music. 
was 
The dedication of The Hymnes and Songs of the Church 
To the High and Mightie Prince, James, By the Grace of 
God, King of Great Britaine, France and Ireland, De-
fender of the Faith, etc: Grace, Mercie, and Peace, 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. 
These Hymns • • • hauing diuers wales receiued life 
from your Maiestie, (as well as that approbation which 
the Church alloweth) are now imprinted according to 
your Royall· Priuiledge •••• 
Wither went on to defend both the songs from the Old 
Testament and the Spirituall Songs hoping that they vould 
be a means of promoting Christian Conformitie. He pointed 
out that the king had commanded that they be annexed to all 
"Psalme Bookes in English Meeter," and 
now (maugre their malice, who labour to disparage and 
suppresse these Helpes to Deuotion) they shall, I trust, 
haue free scope to worke that effect which is desired .• 
So I have also laboured to sute them to the Nature 
of the Subject, and the Common peoples capacities, with-
out regard of catching the vaine blasts of opinion. The 
same also hath beene the ayme of Master Orlando Gibbons 
1Grove, 3rd ed., II, 378-379. 
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(your Maiesties Seruant, and one of the Gentlemen of 
your Honourable Chappell) in fitting them with Tunes. 
For, he hath chosen to make his Musicke agreeable to the 
matter, and what the Common apprehension can best admit, 
rather than to the curious Fancies of the Time: Which 
pathe both of us could more easily haue t roden. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Your Maiest i es most Loyall Subject, George Wither 
The Preface to the First Part of the volume said: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
That theref ore these parcels of Holy Scri pture (which 
are for the most part Meeter in their Originall tongue) 
may be the be t ter remembered, to the glory of God; and 
the oftener repeated to those ends, for which they were 
written; they are here disposed into Lyrick-Verse, and 
doe make the Firs t part of this Booke: ••• not for 
that I would haue it thought part of the Churches Litur-
gie; but because they are made in the person of all the 
Faithfull, and doe (for the most part} treat of those 
things which concerne the whole Catholike Church. 
Wither's metrical settings of hymns from both Old and 
New Testament followed. There was an explanation in prose 
above each one, explai ning the meaning and frequently 
telling how and when i t should be sung. The firs t song, 
which was the First Song of Moses, Exod. 15, could properly 
be "used after the Administration of Baptisme." The. seventh 
song was The Prayer of Nehemiah, Nehem. 1:5, when sung "be-
fore Labour" was to be concluded 
.And be thou pl eas'd, Oh Lord, to bless e, 
Our Labours wi th a good successe. 
The last line was t o be changed to make it appropriate to be 
sung before a journey, a battaile, a sermon ''and the like, 
as occ asion requireth." Song eight, from Prou. 31:10, was 
"an excellent Mariage Song , fit to be used at the 
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solemnizing of those Rites." 
The Hym..ges of the New Testament began with Song thirty-
two. 1.1hese were preferred to those of the Old Testament, 
Wither s tated, and the Magnificat, the first one in this 
group, was worth ily inserted into the Liturgie, that itmight 
be "perpetually and reuerently sung." The f ortieth song was 
A Funerall Song. The explanation pointed out that "In the · 
order of Buriall appointed by the Church of England, it is 
appointed to be sung or read. • • • Lyrick verse thus makes 
it more conuenieht either way." 
There were forty-four songs in all from the Old and 
New Testaments. 
The second part of the volume contained the original 
hymns. They were written for the "seuer al l Ti me s and Oc -
casions obserueable in the Church of England." The preface 
expressed the belief that the days of the Christian year 
were dedicated to annual commemorations of the principal 
mysteries of our Redemption. This practice, it declared, 
was neither heathenish nor idolatrous. Wither believed that 
many had been ignorant of the church ordinance on this point, 
rather than obstinate in refusing to recognize it. For them 
especially, these hymns would be useful. As in the first 
part, there was an explanation in prose before each hymn. 
The hymns were for 
Advent Sunday 
Christmas Day 
Another for Christmas 
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The Circumcision 
Twelfe day or the Epiphanie 
Purification of s. Marie the Virgin 
First Day of Lent 
Annunciation of Mary 
Palme Sunday 
Thursday before Easter 
Friday before Easter 
Easter Day 
Ascension Day 
Pentecost or Whitsunday 
Trinitie Sunday 
Sunday in generall 
These were followed by nineteen hymns for saints. 
St. Andrewes Day 
S t • Thomas Day 
St. Stephens Day 
St. John the Euangelist 
Innocents Day 
The conuersion of St. Paul 
St. Matthias 
St. Markes Day 
St. Philip and Jacob 
St. Barnabas 
St. John the Baptist 
St. Peters Day 
St. James his day 
St. Bartholomew 
St. Matthew 
St. Michael and all Angels 
St. Luke 
Simon and Jude Apostles 
All-Saints Day 
The last eleven were fitted for various occasions. 
Rogation weeke 
St. George his day 
For publicke Deliuerance 
For the Communion 
Ember Weeke 
Thankesgiuing for seasonable Vveather 
Thankesgiuing for Plenty 
For Peace 
For Victorie 
For deliuerance from publicke Sickness 
For the King's Day 
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The one for St. George was included in this group be-
cause, as Wither explained, its use was for the Court Holy-
Day in honour of Christ, represented in an allegory as St. 
George, the tutelary saint of England. 
The commentary before the eighty-third song, For the 
Communion, is of special significance because here is found 
added evidence that the singing of original hymns was an ac-
cepted part of the service of the Church of England. Wither 
said: 
We have a custome among vs, that during the time of ad-
ministrating the blessed Sacrament of the Lords Supper, 
there is some Psal me or Hymne sung, the better to keepe 
the thoughts of the Communicants from wandering after 
vaine objects: This song therefore (expressing a true 
thankefulnesse, together with what ought to be our faith 
concerning the Mysterie, in such manner as the vulgar 
capacities may be capable there of} is offered vp to 
their deuotion, who shall please to receiue it. 
The hymn was made up of twenty-five verses. The great 
length due no doubt to the necessity of having it long enough 
to be used while all the congregation received communion. 
The singing of a hymn at this point in the service must have 
been a continuation of the custom which was begun during the 
reign of ~ueen Elizabeth and for which the long hymn A 
Thankesgiuing after receiuing the Lordes Supper was written. 
Examples 33-49 show verses from Wither's hymns and the 
tunes with which they were sung. It is a tremendous and 
perhaps impossible task for one man to write a complete 
hymn book, and keep the literary value as high as it might be 
kept with selections from the best of many authors. Wither's 
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book is uneven in worth. At its best it gives us a hymn for 
Christmas which begins: 
A song of joy unto the Lord we sing 
And publish forth the Favours he hath shown: 
We sing his praise, from whom all joy doth spring 
And tell abroad the wonders he hath done; 
For, such were never since the world begun. 
His love therefore, oh let us all confesse, 
And to the Sannes of men his workes express. 
In its weakest spots it never descends to the low level of 
some of the doggerel made out of the psalms in the Sternhold 
and Hopkins. The Old Version's limitation to common meter 
double disappears, too, and eleven different metrical schemes 
are used. 
The hymns tend to be more didactic than the earliest 
ones already discussed. They are basically Christian, of 
course, but they express the point of vi ew of a particular 
branch of the church rather than serving a universal pur-
pose. 
Orlando Gibbons composed sixteen tunes to be used with 
these hymns. The seventeenth one was not by Gibbons. It 
had been used in Prys, 1621, and called Beatus vir. 1 It is 
called Song 67 and incorrectly attributed to Gibbons in as 
late a publication as The Hymnal 1940 of the Episcopal 
Church in America. 
The tunes were numbered by the hymn with which they 
first appeared; thus "Forty-fourth Song" by Gibbons, as it~ 
lFrost, op. cit., p. 406. 
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called in modern books, means that it was used with the 
forty-fourth hymn in this collection. Itwas not the forty-
fourth hymn tune. The tunes were all in two part counter-
point for treble and bass, the bass part probably meant for 
use with organ. 
The Gibbons tunes are reproduced here. All of the 
music in Examples 33-48 was written by Orlando Gibbons and 
is taken from George VIii ther' s The Hymnes and Songs of the 
Church, 1623. The Short Title Catalogue number is 2735. 
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Example 3 3. Song I 
The First Song of ~oses 
10.10.10.10. D. 
e.be.bccdd 
There we.s no bar line in the lower part six notes from the 
end. 
15o 
Ex8lllple 34. 
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Song III 
The Song of Deborah and Barak 
C.M.D. 
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'l'he dots in the l ast measure were misprinted for rests. The 
first vers e of t he hymn For the Communion is given here with 
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the music. In the original, the words printed with the 
music were for the Song of Deborah and Barak. The tune was 
indicated to be used for all these hymns. 
Song LIII, Palme Sunday 
"When Jesus to Jerusalem" 
Song LVII, Ascension Day 
"To God, with heart and cheerefull voice" 
Song LVIII, Pentecost or Whitsunday 
''Exceedingly fai thfull to thy word" 
Song LXIX, s. Philip and Jacob 
"To thy Apostles thou hast taught" 
Song LXXII, s. Peters Day 
"How watchfull need we to become'' 
Song LXXVIII, Simon and Jude, Apostles 
"No outward marke we have to know" 
Song LXXXI, s. George his day 
"All praise and glory that we may'' 
Song LXXXIII , For the Communion 
"That fauour, l..ord, which of thy grace" 
Song LXXXV, Thankesgiuing for seasonable Weather 
"Lord, should the Sun, the Clowds, the Wind" 
Song LXXXVI, ] 'or Plenty 
"How oft, and by how many crimes" 
Song LXXXVII, For Peace 
"So cause us Lord, to thinke upon" 
Song XC, For the King's Day 
"When, Lord, we call to minde those things" 
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Palme Sunday 
Song LIII 
Sing this as the third Song 
When Jesus to Jerusalem 
(And there to suffer) rode; 
The people all the way for him, 
With Palme and Garments strow'd• 
And though he did full meekly ride, 
And poorely on an Asse, 
Hosanna to the King, they cride, 
As he along did passe. 
4 verses 
Ascension Day 
Song LVII 
Sing this as the third Song 
To God, with heart and cheerefUll voice, 
A triumph-Song we sing; 
And with true thankfull hearts r ei oyce, 
In our Almighty King; 
Yea, to his glory we record, 
Who were but dust and clay 
What honour he did us afford, 
On his ascending day. 
5th verse 
Then follow, follow on a pace, 
And let us not forgoe 
Our Captaine, till we win the place, 
That he hath scald unto: 
And for his honour, let our voice 
A shout so hearty make, 
The Heu'ns may at our mirth reioyce, 
And Earth and Hell may shake. 
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The Song of Hannah 
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In the third line, first measure, a minim is missing from 
the upper line. Both Frost and Tudor Church ~usic editions 
of the tune give two E's, making the measure like its 
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repetition at the end . 
The first verse of the hymn for S. Stephens Day, Song 
LX~II, is given with the music. In the original, the words 
printed with the music were for the Song of .:-Iannah. 
Example )b. 
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Song V 
Lament~tion of David 
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The last note of the lower part should be A. It has been 
corrected in the Tudor Church Music edition of the tunes. 
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Example 37. Song lX 
The First Canticle (from Song ot Solomon) 
8.8.8.8.8.8. 
ababcc 
Tune ia based on Song XXXI V. Cf. Song XXXIV and XLI I I I. 
The first verse of the hymn for Advent Sunday is given with 
the music. I n the original, the words printed with the 
music were for The First Canticle. The tune was indicated 
to be used for all these hymns. 
Song XLV, Advent Sunday 
"When Jesus Christ incarnate was" 
Song L, Purification of S. ~aria the Virgin 
"No doubt but Shee that had the grace" 
lo 2 
Song LIV, Thursday before Easter 
"0 Holy Sacrament this day" 
Song LIX, Trinitie Sunday 
"Those, oh, thrice holy Three in One" 
Song LXII, St. Thomas Day 
"When Christ was risen from the dead" 
Song XXI, S. John Baptist 
"Because the world might not pretend" 
Song LXXIV, Saint Bartholomew 
"Exceeding gracious fauours, Lord" 
Song LXXIX, All-Saints Day 
"No blisse can so contenting proue" 
Song LXXXII, For publike Deliueranoes 
"With Isr'el we may truly say" 
Song LXXXIV, Ember Weekes 
"Thou dost from euery season, Lordn 
Song LXXXIX, For deliuerance from a publicke Sicknesse 
"When thou woulds't, Lord, afflict a Land" 
16J _ 
Example )8. Song XIII 
The fift Canticle (from the Song of Solomon) 
7.7.7.7.7.7. 
aabbcc 
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Example 39. ~ong XIIII 
The Sixt Canticle (from the Song of Solomon) 
8.8.8.8.8.8.8. 
ababbco 
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Example 40. ~ong XVIII 
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Song of Solomon) 
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Song XX Example 41. 
The Second Song of Esay 
S.lld. 
abab 
The second measure, also, is changed. The rest iu the lower 
part is eliminated and the A sounds on the first beat as a 
semibreve. This lessens the unusual effect of the fourth 
between the two parts. 
The B in the bass at the end of the third measure probably 
should have a flat. 
lo 7 
Example 42. Song XXII 
The Praier ot Hezekiah 
10.10.10.10. D. 
ae.bbccdd 
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Example 43. Song XXIII! Lamentations I. 
10.10.10.10.10.10. 
ababoc 
The first verse or the hymn for Friday before Easter, Song 
LV, ia given with the music. In the original, the words 
printed with the music were for Lamentations I. 
lb9 
Example 44. u ong ..iG\XI 
The rayer of Habakuk 
7.7.7-7.7-7. 
ababcc 
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This tune seems to be the basis of two othe r tunes in the 
volume. Ct. ~ong IX and Song XLIIIl. 
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Example 4b. ~ong XLI 
The uong of the three Children 
8.8.8.8.8.8. 
ababcc 
Tune used for Song ALXIX, Twelfe day or the Epiphanie 
"That so thy blessed birth, oh Christ" 
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rne p enultimate note of the upper part should be a crotchet. 
Frost state s that the ladt note of the upper part in the 
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second measure was A in the Christ Church !VIS • 1 'rhis would 
make a familiar cadence. In the same manuscript there was 
B natural as the sixth note from the end in the upper part. 
The first verse of the hymn for Twelfe Day or the Epiphanie, 
Song XLXIX, is given with the music. In the original the 
words printed with the music were f'or The Song of the three 
Children. 
Twelfe day or the Epiphanie 
Sing this as the 41 Song 
That so thy blessed birth, oh Christ 
Might through the world be spread about: 
Thy Starre appeared in the East, 
Whereby the Gentiles found thee out; 
And offring Thee Mirrh, Incense, Gold, 
Thy threefold Office did unfold. 
Jrd verse 
Teares that from true repentance drop, 
Instead of Mirrhe present will we: 
For Incense, wee will off er up 
Our Praiers and Praises unto thee; 
And bring for Gold each pious deed 
Which doth from saving-faith proceed. 
4 verses 
1Frost, op. cit., p. 4Jl. 
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Exampl e 47. .::>ong hiiii 
Veni Creator 
L.M.D. 
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The similarity between this tune and Song XXXIV has already 
been pointed out. Of. Song IX and XXXIV. The first verse 
of the Song for Victoria, Song LXXXVIII, is given with the 
music. In the original the words printed with the music 
were for Veni Creator. The tune was indicated to be used 
for all these hymns. 
Song XLVIII, The Circumcision or New Year's Day 
"This Day thy flesh, oh Christ did bleed" 
Song LI, First Day of Lent 
"Thy wondrous Fasting to record" 
Song LII, Annunciation of Mary 
"Our hearts, Oh blessed God encline" 
Song LVI, Easter Day 
. "This is the Day the Lord hath made" 
Song LX, Sunday in generall 
"Six daies, oh Lord, the world to make" 
Song LXI, St. Andrewes Day 
"As blessed Andrew on a day" 
Song LXIIII, St. John the Evangelist 
"Teach us by his example, Lord" 
Song LXV, Innocents day 
"'I'hat rage wherof the Psalme doth say" 
Song LXVI, The conuersion of s. Paul 
"A Blest conuersion and a strange" 
Song LXVIII, Saint Markes day 
"For those blest pen men of thy word" 
Song LXX, s. Barnabas 
"Thy gifts and graces manifold" 
Song LXXIII, s. James his dax 
"He that his Father had forsooke" 
Song Lli"Y, Saint Matthew 
"Vfuy should unchristian censures passe" 
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Song LXXVI, Saint Michael, and all Angels 
"To praise, Oh God, and honour thee" 
Song LXXVII, S. Luke 
"If those Physitians honour'd be" 
Song LXXX, Rogation weeke 
"It was thy pleasure, Lord, to say" 
Song LXXXVIII, For Victorie 
"We love thee Lord, we praise thy name" 
Annunciation of Mary 
Song LII 
Sing as 44 Song 
Our hearts, Oh blessed God encline, 
Thy true affection to embrace, 
And that humilitie of thine 
Which for our sake vouchsafed was, 
The goodnesse teach us to put on 
As with our Nature thou wert clad, 
And so to minde what thou hast done, 
That we may praise Thee and be glad. 
For thou not onely heldst it meet, 
To send an Angell from above, 
An humble Maide on earth to greet, 
And bring the message of thy love. 
But, laying (as it were) aside 
Those Glories none can comprehend, 
(Nor any mortall eyes abide) 
Into her Wombe thou didst descend. 
Bestow thou also thy respect, 
On our despis'd and low degree; 
And Lord, oh doe not us neglect, 
'lhot.Igl worthy of contempt we be: 
But through the Messengers prepare, 
And hallow so our hearts, we pray, 
That (thou conceived being there) 
The fruits of Faith bring forth we may. 
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Easter Day 
Song LVI 
Sing as the 44 Song 
This is the Day the Lord hath made, 
And therein joyful we will be; 
For, from the blacke infernal! shade, 
In triumph backe return'd is He: 
And snares of Saten, and of Death, 
He hath victoriously undone, 
And fast in chaines he bound them hath, 
His triumph to attend upon. 
5 verses 
Sunday in general! 
Song LX 
Sing this as the 44 Song 
Six daies, oh Lord, the world to make, 
And set all creatures in aray, 
Was all the leasure thou would'st take, 
And then did'st rest the seauenth day: 
That day thou therefore hallowed hast, 
And rightly by a law divine; 
(Which till the end of time shall last) 
The seauenth part of Time is thine. 
3 verses 
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The ~ g iven in the Tudo r Church ~s ic ~dition fo r t he ~e v en t h 
note from the end in the upp e r par t wa s n o t s ho wn , n o r as 
it given in t h e reproduct ~ n on ~ ros t. 1 
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Frost points out that this tune was not original with Gib-
bons. He locates it in Prys, 1621, where it was used with 
the first Psalm and named Beatus vir. 1 
Even though the hymnal was highly regarded by James I, 
and Wither was given privilege of publication for fifty-one 
years, the book never had widespread use. As was the case 
with the Parker psalter and the Tallis tunes, this was a re-
grettable loss to the church music of the period. The pre-
face to the versified psalms that Wither published in the 
Netherlands in 1632 bears out the belief that the hymns had 
not been well received. If they had been, the author would 
have had every reason to expect acceptance of the psalter, 
but here in the preface he wrote: 
If I have pleased my Readers, I am glad: if not: Yet, 
I am glad, I have honestly endeavored it. And, (being 
assured my labour shall not all be lost) I will sing -
and be merry, by my selfe, in the Use · of the Trans-
lation, until others please to sing it with me. 
The tunes were not permanently lost, however, and 
Song XXXIV was used by Playford in his psalter of 1671. He 
placed it with Psalm CIV. More recently, The English 
Hymnal, 1906, Vaughan Williams, editor, made use of thetunes. 
1Frost, op. cit., p. 406 and p. 421. 
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Song I is found as No. 302 "And now 0 Father mindful." I t 
is in the key of G, shortened into six lines of ten syllables 
instead of eight, and the bass line filled in with passing 
tones at the end. The same tune is used as No. 384, 
"Eternal ruler of the ceaseless round." Both are late nine-
teenth century hymns. Song IIII is shortened, transposed to 
the key of c .minor and modulating to E flat, in No. 113, 
"Lord, when thy kingdom comes." Tennyson's "Strong Son of 
God" is sung to Song V, and is No. 483. Song XIII is used 
twice. Once it is in the Key of G; the second time, like 
the original. No. 314 "Holy Jesus! God of love" by Parnell 
(1679-1717), and No. 413 "Jesu, grant me this I pray," a 
seventeenth century hymn translated by Baker, are the hymns 
coupled with the tune. No. 357 is Song XVIII transposed in-
toe minor, and used with "Lord Jesu, who at Lazarus' tomb." 
No. 44 2 , "My Lord, my life, my love," a hymn based on one by 
Watts, is sung to Song L{ in the key of b minor. No. 438 is 
a translation of a twelfth century Latin hymn, "Love of the 
Father," and is sung to Song XXII. Song XXIIII is found 
twice. It is used first with "O Word immortal of eternal 
God," an early Latin hymn, and is No. 325. No. 430 has the 
same tune with the words of the nineteenth century hymn 
"Lighten the darkness." In both cases the tune is shortened 
to four lines. Song XXXIV is altered rhythmically in the 
bass line and joined with Wesley's hymn "Forth in thy name" 
as No. 259, and with Bonar's "Go, labour on" as No. 556. 
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Song XLVI, which is the same as Song XLVII, Example 48, 1 is 
used in shortened form with the late nineteenth centur yhymn 
"Peace, perfect peace" fo r No. 468. The same tune is placed 
with the early English hymn of Phineas Fletcher, "Drop, 
drop, slow tears" and is No. 98. Song LXVII is used in this 
hymnal and incorrectly attributed to Gibbons. 
The Hymnal, 1940, of the Episcopal Church in the United 
States uses Song I, XIII, XXII, XXXIIII, XLVI, LXVII. They 
appear as No. 470, "V\'here is death's sting," Godfrey Bradby, 
1929; No. 451, "Lord, forever at thy side," James Montgomery, 
1819; No. 4.3.3, "Lead us, 0 Father," William Burleigh, 1868 ; 
No. 57.3, "Go, labor on!", Horatius Bonar, 184.3; No. 69, 
"Drop, drop, slow tears," Phineas Fletcher, 16.3.3; again here, 
Song LXVII is incorrectly ascribed to Gibbons. It is No. 404 
and the hymn is "My God, accept my heart" by Matthew 
Bridges, 1848. 
The Gibbons tunes are also found in Hymns -~cient and 
Modern, 1904. 
A chart of some of the features of the construction of 
the Gibbons tunes _·follows. 
1Frost, op. cit., p. 43.3. S.T. C. 25908 agrees in set-
ting this tune to Song XLVII; S.T.O. 25909 sets it to Song 
XLVI. However there is a long meter chorus for Song XLVI 
which is not provided for by the tune. 
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Gibbons Tunes 
lst ,2rd ~th 2th 2th 1,2th 14th 
Mode XI I I IX XI XI XI 
Meter 8-lOs C .M.D. b-lOs L.M. ti-8s ti-zs L.M.D. 
Tr eble moved 
2nd ,26 2Z ~2 1~ ~0 .2~ 22 
mJrd ~ 7 b .2 2 1 ~ MJrd 1 2 2 2 2 2 
4th 12 2 11 !± !t. 0 1 
5th 2 2 0 2 1 1 2 
rep. lf!lZ-1 8 1 2 2 2 8 
Bass moved 
2nd up 10 9 8 2 8 8 7 2nd down 22 13 10 4 10 7 12 
3rd up 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 
Jrd down 8 2 1 3 7 4 9 
4th up 
5th down 10 12 5 12 5 9 10 
4th down 
5th up 6 6 6 1 6 4 2 
rep. 12 "'ti-l ~7-2 3 b 4 9 
Extent of 
treble M~th P8ve mlOth P8ve m7th P8ve m7th 
bass P ve MlOth 11th PBve M2th M2th PBve 
Largest leap in 
treble 8ve 2th ~th 5th !:tth 5th 2th 
bass 2th 8ve 8ve 2th 5th 5th 2th 
Highest note 
d" f'l g" f II /I i n t reble d11 d'' e flat 
Lowest note 
in bass F F F A F F F 
Stepwise down 
in bass SEan of 6th 2th lOth 2nd 2rd ,2rd 2rd 
Beginning 
odd odd I d d odd ddoJ , oJ odd rhythm 
**melody 2 r e12. re12. ~th u. 2 re12. 2 re12. 2nd u. re12. 
Chords (impli ed) 
~oot pos. 62 !1:9 !t.Z 20 ~2 22 !±,6 
12 6 9 3 5 6 9 7~h 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dissonance 
sus. 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 
p.t. 2 0 z 1 1 !± 0 
cam. 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 
* Sedond figure indicates octave leap. 
** rep. = r epetition, u.= up. 
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Gibbons Tunes (cont'd) 
18th 20th 22nd 2~th ,21st ,2~th 
Mode I IX XI I I XI 
Meter 8.8.b.D. S.M. 8-lOs b-lOs t>-zs L . lv: . 
Treble moved 
2nd 22 1~ lZ .2~ 16 20 
m3rd ~ .2 3 3 z 1 
M3rd 
.2 0 2 0 0 2 
4th ~ 1 b 2 0 .2 5th 0 1 
.2 0 0 0 
rep. 2 .2 ~ 15 7 2 
Bass moved 
2nd up 2 8 11 8 2 8 
2nd down 
.2 2 2 1~ 1o 5 
3rd up 1 2 0 0 0 2 
3rd down b ~ 5 2 2 .2 
4th up 
5th down 11 2 ~ 9 2 2 
4th down 
5th up 6 1 2 z 5 5 
rep. ~2-2 1 4 ~1,2-1 0 !.± 
Extent of 
treble P8ve m6th mZth mZth P8ve M6th 
bass M2th MlOth M2th MlOth MlOth M2th 
Largest leap in 
treble ~th 2th 2th ~th ~th ~th bass 8ve 5th 5th ve 5th 5th 
Highest note 
f J/ f'' e" f'' d II dl/ in treble 
Lowest note 
in bass F F F G F F 
Stepwise down 
in bass span of 2nd ,2rd ,2rd 6th 6th ,2rd 
Beginning JloJ 0 JJ odd ,JJ '0 J 0 dd rhyt.tnn 
**melody reQ. re·Q. re..Q. re..Q. !:r,th u. 2 reQ. 
Chords (implied) 
~oot pos. 28 18 ,21 22 ,20 zz 
!± 6 b 2 10 2 7~h 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 
Dissonance 
sus. 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 
p.t. 2 0 2 2 2 1 
cam. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
* Second figure indicates octave leap. 
. , 
** rep • = repetition, u. = up. 
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Gibbons Tunes (oont'd) 
!:f:lst ~~th !±7th 6Zth 
Mode I XI XI XI 
Meter 6-Bs L.M.D. 7-lOs O.M. 
Treble moved 
2nd 28 30 ~2 1!± 
m3rd 5 2 8 2 
M3rd 0 2 b 1 
4th 1 1 
5th 2 1 2 2 
rep. 8 ~ 11 !± Bass moved 
2nd up 10 12 8 2 
2nd down 0 1,2 6 z 
3rd up 1 2 1 2 
3rd down ~ 11 13 2 
4th up 
5th down 12 7 10 2 
4th down 
5th up ~ 6 11 2 
rep. lf'ti-2 2 *16-2 4 
Extent of 
treble P8ve m7th 12th P8ve 
bass l'flOth M9th M9th 1v110th 
Largest leap in 
treble 5th 5th 4th 5th 
bass 8ve 5th Bve 5th 
Highest note d II d" d" f'' in treble 
Lowest note 
in bass F F F F 
Stepwise down 
in bass s2an of 2nd ~rd ~rd 3rd 
Beginning 
odd odd ~dJ oJJ rhythm 
**melody 5th u. 2 rep. 3rd u. 5th u. 
Chords {implie 
~oot pos. 40 54 57 24 
4 '7 II 4 ~ 0 3 1 0 
7th 0 0 l 0 
Dissonance 
sus. 0 ~ 1 0 
p.t. 1 1 1 
cam. 0 0 0 0 
* second figure indicates octave leap. 
"" ** rep. = repetition, u. = up. 
A comparison of this chart with the one for the Tallis 
tunes of the mid-sixteenth century shows how the feeling for 
major/minor tonality had progressed. The dorian, aeolian, 
and ionian modes, usually in their transposed range here, 
are used to the exclusion of the ot her modes; the dorian re-
sembles the aeolian except for the distinguishing feature of 
the notes chosen for the closes. Tallis used eight ecclesi-
astical modes. 
In the treble of the Gibbons tunes, the phrase endings 
are nearly always on one, two, or five. Only seventeen per 
cent of them fall on other degrees. In Tallis, a little 
more than a third of the phrases of the principal melodic 
line found in the tenor close on three, four, or seven. 
When the phrase ends on one, Tallis places the same note in 
the bass. The only exception to this is in the third tune 
when he uses a fifth below it. Gibbons also closes with an 
octave between treble and bass when one is the last note of 
a phrase. The two exceptions use a third below it. With 
the second degree as the phrase ending, the bass is either a 
fifth or octave below it in the Tallis tunes. Gibbons almost 
invariably uses a fifth. Under the fifth degree, Tallis 
uses either a fifth or octave; Gibbons, a fifth, octave, or 
third. 
In both sets of tunes stepwise motion in the melody is 
predominant but Tallis uses repetition much more than Gibbons. 
In the bass line, Gibbons favors a descending third to the 
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ascending t hird. The opposite is true in three of the 
Tallis tunes. Repetition in the bass part is much more 
frequent in Tallis than in Gibbons. 
Both sets of tunes are very singable and the fact that 
they both keep the melody within a tenth (Tallis never more 
than a ninth) contributes to the ease with which untrained 
voices can participate in their performance. However, the 
range is definitely higher in the Gibbons. 
Repetition, especially two repetitions, characterize 
the beginning of the Gibbons tunes. The rhythmic patternof 
a semioreve followed by two minims is used for the first 
three notes in eleven of the sixteen tunes. 
6 The 4 chord and seventh chords are used more frequent-
ly in the Gibbons. There is a seventh chord on the fourth 
degree with an unprepared seventh in Song XVIII. There is a 
seventh chord on the fifth degree where the seventh does not 
enter as a passing tone but sounds simultaneously with the 
bass in Song XLII. This has been changed in the Tudor Church 
Music edition of the tunes • 
The 4-3 suspension is the favored one in the Gibbons 
tunes and found most often in the cadence. Two 7-6 sus-
pensions are used in Song XXXI, and in Song I there is a 
suspension wh ich resolves as the bass moves. 
A cadence which involves similar motion to a fifth be-
tween treble and bass with the treble leaping is used often 
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enough t o justify notice. I t appe ars in Song ~V in this 
fashion. 
~ I 
""' 
~ !-,/ J 
\Y ,... "1"" 
-
I 
~ · .n. 0 J · D ,...... 
V1 0 ,. 
The us e of three and four consecutive thirds between 
outer parts and the l ong scale like passages in the bass are 
t wo othe r features which distin~uish the Gibbons writing 
fr om that of Tallis. 
Thi s volume of hymns was not the sole contribution to 
hymnology made by George Wither. Julian's Dictionary of 
Hymnology l i sts s ev t n other works1 but thi s one is the most 
important in the d evelopmen t of the hymn in England. Itwas 
ni s fi r s t volume to conto. in origina l hymns . It was the only 
vo l ume that contained a large number of orig inal hymns and 
ori .:; ina l t unes ·,., ri tt en especially f or the hymns. I t g ives 
pr o f i n t ne he ading to the h YIJ.n t o be us ed d uring com-
munion, th a t hymn ci were sun~ during the servic e in the 
rillgl i call cnu r cn. 
1J ulian, op. cit., p . 1~9 0. Exerci s e s Upon the First 
-~.- s aliL.e , l o.cO ; r' araph r as e on the Creed and the Lord's ..2rayer, 
1 6 ~ 0; The Jongs of t h e 0ld Testawent, l b2l; Th e Psalmes of 
.Uavid, l o32 ; A Gol l e ction of Embl ems, 1635; · .. alelviah. i or 
brit a ins ~ econd n emembrancer, lo4l; Tnree Graine s of Spiritu-
a l .F r ankence . s e i nfus ed into 'l'hr e e .{ymns of Prai s e, 1651. 
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The music by Gibbons shows hymn tunes in the style of 
the music of the period, written by one of its ablest com-
posers of religious music. 
It would be unfair to claim that musically the Tallis 
tunes are superior to those of Gibbons, or conversely that 
Gibbons work is better than that of .Tallis. Between the 
time of Tallis and that of .Gibbons, there had been a change 
in both style and feeling. The mysticism inherent in the 
modal music was replaced by an objective, less subtle ex-
pression of religious feeling in the new tonality. Both 
composers contributed hymn tunes of the highest order in 
the style of the period. 
George Wither contributed many more hymns during his 
life time besides those found in the 1623 publication with 
the tunes by Gibbons. There were 233 hymns in his Halelviah 
or Britains Second Remembrancer published in 1641. No tunes 
were printed. In the preface Wither said: 
They may be sung to the common Tunes of the Psalmes, and 
such other, as are wel known; to which, I have directed 
my Reader, not to confine him to such Tunes; but that he 
may have those, untill he be provided of such as may be 
more proper: which, perchance, may by some devout 
musician, be hereafter prepared. 
No reference was made to the tunes by Orlando Gibbons from 
the 1623 volume. 
The book was divided into three parts: Hymns Occasion-
al, Hymns Temporary, and Hymns Personall. No occasion was 
overlooked in the first section. A hymn was provided to be 
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sung "whilst we are washing" (No. VI), "When we put on our 
apparell" (No. IV), "when we put off our apparell '' (No. XIX), 
"when we cannot sleep" (No. XX), "for a house-warming" 
(No. XLIII), "when we ride for pleasuren (No. XXII), etc. 
The second section provided a hymn for each day of the week, 
and . b~ginning with the twenty-fifth hymn supplied many ap-
propriate for the different seasons and special days of the 
church year. There was repetition here. Some exact and 
some slightly altered versions of the hymns published with 
the Gibbons tunes appeared again. The third part included 
very personal hymns. For example the twenty-seventh was 
"For a Widower, or Widow deprived of a loving yoke-fellow." 
This was followed immediately by a hymn "For a Widower, or 
Widow delivered from a troublesome Yoke-fellow." 
'I'hroughout the volume Wither claimed to be the author 
of all of the hymns. However, William Austin (1$87-1634), 
is given as the write r of "Sweet baby, sleep!" and "What 
helps it those, Who skill in song have found" in the Ox-
ford Book of Christian Verse. 1 These are No. L in Part One, 
and No. XXXVIII in Part Three of Wither's book, with no 
mention of William Austin. This, of course, leads one to 
speculate how many more of the hymns may have been written 
by other poets. 
1Lord David Cecil ( ed.} , The Oxford Book of Christ.ian 
Verse, Oxford, 1940, pp. 116-119. 
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The first lines of all of the poems in Halelviah which 
met the requirements of the definition of hymn as given :for 
this research, appear in the index of first lines at the end 
of this pap er. The name of the tune suggested by Wither is 
given with each. 
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